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To aid engineers that design power supply systems, special analytical tools
 
are being introduced. These tools include integration routines that start with
 
the description of a power supply in state-equation form and yield analytical
 
results that include transient performance, steady-state equilibrium stability,
 
and the response of the power supply to spurious inputs (audio susceptability).
 
The Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of South Florida
 




The first tool uses a computer program that works with the SUPER*SCEPTRE
 
circuit analysis program and prints the state equations for an electrical net­
work. The state equations developed automatically by the computer program are
 
used to develop an algorithm for reducing the number of state variables required
 
to describe an electrical network. In this way a second tool is obtained in
 
which the order of the network is reduced and a simpler terminal model is obtained.
 
The price of the reduction in order is a reduction in the accuracy with which the
 
model represents the system.
 
At the conclusion of the first year, the computer program that converts the
 




In the second year the computer program was modified to accept a larger
 
class of circuits including circuits with mutual inductance. The work on re­
ducing the number of state variables required to describe an electrical network
 
was completed and is described in this report.
 
The first task that was completed was the development of a computer pro­
gram that would print the state-equations for an electrical network. The ana­
lytical background for the state equations of an electrical network is presented
 
in Chapter 2. From the analysis in Chapter 2, the generality of the approach
 
can be seen together with the reason for the presentation of data as matrices
 
which are inverted in the state equations. The analytical basis for reducing
 




In Chapter 3 a description of the steps required to get a set of state
 
equations is given. Chapter 3 is a user's manual for the program to PROduce
 
State Equations (PROSE program). The user begins with an electrical network.
 
By following the directions in Chapter 3, he can obtain the state equations for
 





 The description of the programs as written in FORTRAN is given in Chapter
 
4 and a complete listing of the program appears in the Appendix.
 
Several examples are given in Chapter 5 that illustrate the use of the PROSE
 
program in obtaining the state equations for an electrical circuit.
 
A summary of the work acdomplished under this grant appears together with
 














where 	x is an n x I state vector,
 
y is an m x 1 output vector,
 




f is the state transition function and
 
g is output function
 
When the system is linear, the equations-can be written as 
x = Ax + Bu 
y = Cx + Du 
where 	A is n x n transition matrix
 
B is n x p
 
C is m x n
 
D is m x p
 
The matrices A, B, C, and D may be functions of time. In certain nonlinear
 
problems the matrix representation is possible. The elements of the matrix
 
are given as an algebraic expression in terms of circuit components such as
 
resistors,, inductors and capacitors. The value of a component may depend upon
 
a voltage or current (the element may-be nonlinear).
 




The circuit diagram is the starting point. The model for each
 
circuit device is obtain as a collection of two terminal elements.
 








d. independent voltage sources
 
e. dependent voltage sources
 
f. independent current sources
 
g. dependent current sources
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2. 	The graph of the circuit is used to obtain a tree with the tree
 










All voltage sources are selected before any capacitors are selected;
 
capacitors are selected to add new nodes to the tree before any resistors are
 
added; etc. The circuit elements which are not tree branches ate called links­
3. 	The components are partitioned and listed in Table 1. The groups of
 
components in the tree are listed across 'the top and the groups of
 




C4 R5 L6 E7
 
Cl P14 0 0 F17
 
R2 F24 P25 0 F27
 
L3 F34 F35 F36 F37
 




Cl is a diagonal matrix of capacitor links
 
R2 -is a diagonal matrix of resistor links
 
L3 is a matrix of inductor links
 
J8 	 is a column matrix of current sources and
 
C4 is a diagonla matrix of capacitor tree branches
 
R5 is adiagonla matrix of resistor tree branches
 
L6 is a matrix of inductor tree branches
 
E7 is a column matrix of voltage sources and
 
The symbols Fi, are matrices that shown the connections between the i
 
links and the j tree branches.
 
F = fpq] 1 < p < number of links in-class p 
ij f ) 1 < q < number of tree branches in class j 
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where 
I 	if tree branch q is in the loop formed by placing link p 
back in the tree and if q is in the same direction in the 
loop as p. 
fpq -l 	 if tree branch q is in the opposite direction in the loop 
defined by p. 
0 if tree branch q is not in the loop defined by p.
 
13 
The state variables are selected as the column matrix v4
 
Inductor Current State Variables
 
If mutual inductances are allowed, the equations describing the inductor
 
currents are given as
 
=L3 i3 + L36 i6 V3 (1) 
L63 3 + L6 i6 = V6 (2) 
where L3 is the inductance matrix for the inductor links
 
L36 are the inductance matrices for mutual inductance between
 
63 link inductors and tree-branch inductors and
 
L6 is the inductance matrix for tree-branch inductor.
 
Using the connection equations
 
= T16 	 (3)13 + F TJ836 86
 
which may be differentiated to give
 
i6 = I T J8 	 (4)36 86
 
Equation (4) may be substituted into Equation (1) to get

• T •T '8 
[L3 + L36FT] 1 = V3 - L36 F86 (5) 
The connection equations relating link voltages to tree branch voltages gi-es
 
V3 = -F34 V4 - F3 5 V5 - F36 V6 - F37 E7 	 (6) 
The inductor vcltage matrix is removed by the following steps beginning with
 
Equation (2) which is repeated next. 
V6 = L63 13 + L6 16 (2) 
= L63 i3 + L6 (FT 13 + F8T J8) (7)36 86
 
The equation for i3 becomes
 
[L3 + L36 F3T + F36 L63 + F36 L6 3F ] 3
 
=-F35 V4 - F35 V5 - F37 E7 	 (8)
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To reduce this equation so that only the state variables 13 and V4 to­
gether with independent sources E7, Ey, J8, and Jx appear, the resistor volt­
ages and currents must be obtained as a function of the state variables.
 
Resistor Links and Tree Branches
 




120] [ 2 =[2 + [T F;] 13 + [1(i0)25 I 
G5T, 1 V4 T E
[}(9
Equation' (9) can be solved as " 
0 F 55 4 1 1 
0 _F [,] 
L225 
partion edam e uaonlved1
 
-
I1T 05 I [3R InrL340j 
L MR J G5 52 
2[2 5F2 1 35 - 5-
ahnd
 




where UIis a unit matrix of the appropriate size. The solution for the matrix
 
MR' is obtained from Equation (11) as
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m2 - -m1F25R5 

m3 = R5FT5 ml 
mi4 = [U - R5F 5ThIF~s R5 
Beginning with Equation (12) yields another expression for mIIM2,m3 , 
and m4 as 
m4 = [E'5O2F2 5 -G51­
(14)
m3 = m4F2S2 
m2 = -G2F2 5m4
 
ml G2 [U - G2F 2 5 m4F'5 ] 




- m3F27E7 + m4F'T5J8 
V5 m4F3 513 - m3F2 4V
4 

Equation (15) is substituted into Equation (8) and 
solved to give
 
the solution for state variable 13 as
 
T [ - F3 5 m3F]27
] V4 - 3 7 Nj 3Pm4F 3 5 l 3 - -[ - Y3 5 3F 2 4 
(16

-FM7Tj31 T 6T 
-F35 m4F85J8 IL 86+ F3 6 8 4 J(1 
Capacitor Voltages
 





(11)c4V4 = 14 

The solution begins with the second equation in (17)
 
34 +(18)




The variables 11 and 12 must be eliminated in the 
solution. 





1 T 24 T2 F1641 T F3 (20)
*C1 ~III - -F14 [C4- {F14 + F2412 + F3413 + 38)] -F16E (0 
Denoting CI- I by Si and C4-1 by S4 and solving gives 
Ii = Hs {-F1 4 S4[F2412 + F2 13 + F84J81 -F 1E7} 
where Ms [Si + F1 4S4Fj] (21)
 
Solving Equation (10) for 12 given
 
12 = -ml[F2 4V4 + F2 0 E7] + m2 [F 13 + (22)24 20 35 8 
When Equations (21) and (22) are substituted into Equation (18) and the result 
simplified, the result is 
V4 = -l T +"F3T 3 
S4{[-[F1 l F14 84] + U44 ] [F24m2F35 + 
 4 J 
+ NC1 F14 S4F2 -F 24j lF24V4
 
T -I+T T m2F-1] JB

+ [-[F14Ms F14S4 - U44] [F84 + F24 5
 
+EFT -1 S4 ] FmlF 7E7
 
s
[I4M F14 U441 24 2 
-F M F 77} (23)
14 s 17 
Combining Equation (16) and Equation (23) gives the state equations. 
i3 0F1F m4F T - -734+ Fm3F 24 
1V41 L0 " T-L[u44-F1 s F14'4] [F24MF35+F34]-[U44-Fl Ms F14S4]E,4mlF24]JLV4
IC41 








0 '-F E 7 E7m- F 
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The state equations are produced as the output of the preprocessor computer
 
program known as SCEPTRE I. These state equations are the input to the computer
 




Notice that Equation (24) appears in matrix form even though each element
 
may depend on time or on another voltage or current that can be obtained at
 
times when the state variables are known.
 
The state equations are calculated by processing the output of SCEPTRE I
 
to obtain matrix equations in the form similar to Equation (24). While this
 
equation is non-linear, it can be linearized around a quiescent value as specified
 
by initial conditions for the state variables 1
 
The linearized state equations are
 [ = A + B + E[.8] (26) 
LV4 V4 E7 E 7 
The eigenvalues of this equation are eigenvalues of the constant matrix, A.
 
In the representation of any physical system a compromise is made in
 
choosing the order of the mathmatical model. The order may be order of the
 
differential equation that describes the system or may be the number of poles
 
in the transfer function for a linear system. In any physical system that
 
is modeled with lumped parameters, a decision must be made on how many energy
 
storage elements (capacitors, inductors) are included in the model. More
 
energy storage elements increase accuracy and computational difficulty. The
 




As the number of state variables is increased the accuracy can be in­
creased. However, in choosing the equivalent circuit for a physical system
 
such as'a power supply, some energy storage elements may be selected that
 
do not affect the accuracy of the model significantly. A simpler description
 
that did not reduce accuracy would give a better model.
 
In a state variable description of a physical system, when an independent
 
energy storage element is discarded, the number of state variables is reduced
 
by one. Energy storage elements that are incidental to the accurate description
 
of a physical system usually contribute to only the shortest time constants
 
or the largest eigenvalues of the A matrix.
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The eigenvalues of the A matrix are obtained using a subroutine. The
 
sensitivity is calculated for each parameter by increasing the parameter by
 
1% and calculating the eigenvalue. For example the sensitivity to a resistor 
is given by 
- R (i00) Ap (27) 
*R P AR %(27 
where p is the eigenvalue, 
Ap is the change in the eigenvalue
 
AR is the change in resistor and
 
R is.the resistor value.
 
The sensitivities can be used to reduce the number of state variables.
 
First the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude is selected. The sensitivities
 
of this eigenvalue to each parameter is scanned. The circuit parameter
 
(resistance, inductance, or capacitance) to which the largest eigenvalue has
 
a sensitivity with a magnitude within 3 per cent of unity is selected. If
 
the selected circuit parameter does not affect other eigenvalues, it is
 
removed from the network. It'is set equal to zero if the sensitivity is
 




The desire is to force the eigenvalue to negative infinity. From the
 
equation­
p Ri R + S -AC+ X S- (28) 
P RR i R C IL L 
it can be inferred that the per cent change in an eigenvalue can be maximized
 






In every case the eigenvalue will be moved away from the origin toward
 
infinity. If it is moved to infinity, a state variable is eliminated by the
 
removal of a circuit element. The correlation of eigenvalue going to infinity
 
and state variable disappearing can be observed from the characteristic equation:
 
Sn
ISI -AI = + an1Sn-i + ... + alS + ao (30)
 
In factored form the caharacteristic equation becomes
 
K +. - -. (3') 
p1 p2 Pn 
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Obviously one term disappears if pi - for the largest eigenvalue p,.
 
If not moved to infinity, the eigenvalue is made larger in magnitude
 
and the process can be repeated so that other circuit elements are deleted
 
and the eigenvalue is moved to infinity.
 
By considering the characteristic equation again it can be seen that
 
ISI -AI = S + an-iSn-i + ... + a0 (32)
 
where 
a0 = pl...pn 
That is, a0 is the product of the n eigenvalues. If the derivative of a0 is
 







A little algebra yields 
a0 Oa0 nn 
.= E . . . =nP . (34) 
S a0 i=l pin i=l* 




(Cl + C2) RlR2
 











In words, the sum of the pole sensitivities to a parameter is less
 
than or equal to 1. For this reason in -most cases of interest if the sensitivity
 
of an eigenvalue is nearly equal to one, the sensitivity of other eigenvalues
 
will be very small. Thus, the circuit element is deleted will only cause one
 
eigenvalue to have an appreciable change in magnitude.
 
The sensitivity calculations are made in the PROSE program for the
 
eigenvalue with the maximum absolute value. If the magnitude of the sensitivity
 
is within three per cent of unity for a circuit parameter, the circuit parameter
 
can be removed from the circuit. In the examples in Chapter 5 the computer
 
output shows how the circuit elements can be removed.
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The user's manual for the computer program to PROduce State Equations is
 
given in this section. The PROSE program can be used to derive the state
 
equations for any electrical network that can be analyzed with the SCEPTRE*
 




1. 	Each circuit component can be modeled by two-terminal elements
 
which can be represented as either a voltage source, a current
 
source, a resistor, a capacitor, or an inductor.
 
2. 	No FORTRAN Subroutines are allowed.
 
3. 	No linear, secondary, or primary dependent sources are permitted.
 
(In place of the SCEPTRE dependent sources, voltage or current
 




The 	PROSE program can be used by following these steps:
 
Step 1. A circuit diagram is drawn for the circuit for which the
 
state equations are desired. Each component in the original circuit has
 




Step 2. The circuit diagram is translated into a listing for tje
 
SUPER*SCEPTRE circuit analysis program.*
 
Step 3. Input sources are requested under OUTPUTS subheading.
 
Step 4. After the RUN CONTROLS heading, the instruction EXECUTE
 
SETUP PHASE ONLY is inserted.
 
Step 	5. The control cards are added and the complete program is entered.
 
The PROSE program responds by outputting the state equations and a state
 
transition matrix for a linear set of equations. In addition the PROSE program
 
computes a set of "sensitivities" of the eigenvalues of the transition matrix
 
that result from a change in each of the circuit elements.
 
* The format for the computer input can be found in one of the following: 
1. Extended SCEPTRE Volume I. User's Manual, AD-A009-594.
 
2. James C. Bowers and Stephen R. Sedore, SCEPTRE: A Computer Program
 
For Circuit Analysis and Systems Analysis, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
 
Englewood, Cliffs, New Jersey 1971
 





To fix ideas consider as an example obtaining the state equations­




E- L' CT 	 R 
Fig. 1. 	Boost Power Supply Average
 
Model TD Interval Model
 




/JOB card for 240 k byte region 1
 
/ISTEPI EXEC PROSE 2
 















































Fig. 2. 	PROSE Input Listing for Circuit of Figure 1
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Fig. 3. 	Summarized PROSE output for input
 
listing of figure 2.
 
Figure 1 indicates the circuit whose state variable equations are
 




Figure 2 shows the IBM OS job control language (lines 1 through 3)
 
to execute the system. Lines 4 through 14 in Figure 2 describe the
 
circuit in standard SCEPTRE format.1 The OUTPUTS request (lines 15 & 16)
 
alerts PROSE to regard EG as an independent source in its determination
 
of the B matrix.
 
The RUN CONTROLS (lines 17 through 19) include the special line:
 
See EXTENDED SCEPTRE, Volume I. User's Manual, AD-A009-594
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EXECUTE SETUP PHASE ONLY. Both this card and the STOP TIME = number
 
dummy value are-required'. The END card finishes the PROSE input description.
 
The output of Figure 3 indicates the state variable equations for
 
DL IL and DC (-) as well as the state variable names (IL and VC), the
 
linear transitionw-matrix A, the independent sources (EG), the input matrix
 
B, and the eigenvalues for the transition matrix.
 
The matrices are determined from the state variable equations and the 
element values in the form: X = AX + BU, where X is the vector of state 
variables and U is the vector of independent sources. 
Additional outputs include the sensitivities which will be further
 




The PROSE system input language is the standard SCEPTRE transient
 
solution language. For those unfamiliar with the SCEPTRE language, the'
 




PROSE will allow all standard SCEPTRE descriptions; i.e. CIRCUTIT,
 
MODEL, and RERUN. However, the rerun description is ignored and model'
 






All SCEPTRE elements (E,R,L,C,J) are allowed by PROSE. Element values
 
may be constants, expressions or tables. PROSE will allow defined para­
meters in expressions but will not allow FORTRAN function subroutines,
 
equations, secondary'dependent sources, linear dependent sources, and
 
primary dependent current sources. Voltage and current source deriva­
tives are also-allowed.
 
Models may be called as elements as in standard'SCEPTRE, but model
 
elements must also conform to the above rules.
 
Since PROSE is transient analysis oriented, no AC sources nor ele­









At least one output request is necessary for proper execution. The
 
OUTPUT requests of voltage or current sources implies that these sources are
 




Initial conditions may be supplied and sometimes are required since
 
PROSE does not compute a DC operation point prior to matrix computations.
 
The initial conditions are used to set the system operating point when a
 
linear set of state equations are computed. If the initial conditions are
 








PROSE requires the special run control: EXECUTE SETUP PHASE ONLY for
 
execution of the state variable equation generator.
 
A dummy STOP TIME is also required.
 
For debugging purposes, PROSE allows the run control: WRITE SIMUL8 DATA
 




An END card is required at the end of the input to PROSE
 




3.4.1 PROSE system output
 
The output from PROSE begins with a FORTRAN routine. -Within the routine
 
is a listing of the state variable equations. These equations are of the form:
 
DL or DC 	 = f(elements, L,Ve) 
dl dV
 
where DL =-L and DC c
dt dt
 
where I and V are the circuit state variables. Also, if any matrices appear
 
in the state equations, the matrix elements will be listed and their inverse
 
elements (elements of the inverted matrix) will be specified by a trailing
 
"I" in the state equations.
 





The state variable names are listed, followed by the state transition
 
matrix A. These are followed by the independent source names (if any) and
 
the input matrix B (if any independent sources exist).
 
The eigenvalues of matrix A are then displayed followed by the
 
sensitivity analysis. This analysis is computed by increasing each element
 




PROSE lists the sensitivities of each element to the maximum eigenvalue
 
and also gives an indication of elements which may be removed (either short
 






The standard SUPER*SCEPTRE mechanical description systems may be
 
used by PROSE giving state variable equations for these systems. Combinations
 




3.5.1 No equations may be specified
 
3.5.2 No FORTRAN functions
 






1 RUN INITIAL CONDITIONS ONLY specified
 
2 VECTOR EQUATIONS specified
 
3 RUN IC VIA IMPLICIT specified
 
4 RUN AC specified
 
5 EY type elements exist (Linear dependent source)
 
6 JX type elements exist (Linear dependent source)
 
7 J8 type elements exist (Primary dependent source)
 
8 JO type elements exist (Secondary dependent source)
 
9 LOWER LIMIT TABLE specified
 
10 RUN MONTE CARLO specified
 
11 RUN OPTIMIZATION specified
 
12 RUN SENSITIVITY specified
 
13 RUN WORST CASE specified
 
14 EXECUTE SETUP PHASE ONLY not specified3
 





SCEPTREI PGMSAV dataset empty
16 

17 SCEPTRE1 PGMSAV dataset incorrect
3
 
18 No state variables exist
 
2
 See User's Manual for SUPER*SCEPTRE, AD-AO11-348
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24 Invalid use of XTABLE format
 
25 
 Symbol divided incorrectly in FGCSAV
5
 
26 More than 300 elements, tables, expressions, and­
defined parameters
 
27 Invalid symbol pushed into stack
5
 
28 Invalid expression symbol pushed into stack
5
 
29 Pushdown stack overflow45(same as 22)
 
30 A TABLE appeared incorrectly in an expression
5 
Invalid use of subscript zero
31 






33 Stack KSHUV overflow - possible computational delay
 
34 Passive element is variable - element set to zero
 
35 Matrix is too'large for display
 
Probably SCEPTRE1 syntax error
 
Possibly a computational delay exists
 
Please notify author;.those are system errors.
 
All errors without note 5 are user errors.
 
Note: References refer to AD catalog numbers at:
 
National Technical Information Services
 








The PROSE system operates in conjunction with the SUPER*SCEPTRE
 
package' . The,system utilizes a standard unmodified SUFEP*SCEPTRE
 
system only as an equation generator, i.e. the execution phase (simu­
lation), of SUPER*SCEPTRE is not required. The PROSE system is a "post­
processor" to the equation generator. Thus, the total PROSE system
 
operates in six sequential job steps.
 
4.2 Steps of the PROSE system
 
The-first two steps of the operation of PROSE are the standard
 
SUPER and SCEPTI steps of a SUPER*SCEPTRE job. The SUPER step performs
 
any processing required ofi a standard SUPER*SCEPTRE input stream 6 (i.e.
 
mechanical, digital, transfer function, etc) to produce actual SCEPTRE
 
6See previous reference AD-AD11-348'
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coding. The SCEPTI step is also standard SCEPTRE input processing and
 
equation generation. 7. The state variable equations generated are placed
 
in a FORTRAN subroutine (SIMUL8) and written on dataset PGMSAV. Also,
 




With this setup stage performed, the PROSE system begins processing
 
on the PGMSAV and DTASAV files. This third step reads the DTASAV file
 




After verification, the system searches the PGMSAV file for the
 
state variable equations. The equations are pushed out in an equation
 
stack (NPUSH) with the variable name (left hand side of the equation) and
 
a pointer to its equation.in NPUSH placed in array KLOCA. All expressions
 
and state equations are thus saved in memory. During this process, the
 
element names are also saved in array NSYM.
 
The system next begins writing its FORTRAN routine. The routine is
 




X = AX + BU 
where X is the vector of state variables and U is the vector of input sources. 
Prior to the state equation generation, the system outputs the elements 
of any R,G,L, or S matrices which exist in the circuit. 
The state equations are now generated by the following process. The­
symbol table (NSYM) is searched .sequentially for state variables, and the
 
equation for the derivative of that variable is initiated. The process
 
involves location of the equation in the stack (NPUSH), popping the-equation
 
until a variable name is located, pushing the current equation pointer (onto
 
KSHUV), and then recursively generating the equation for the current variable
 
At each location of a variable in an equation, either a set of parentheses
 
are forced around the new equation (if the new equation has any sum terms in
 
it), or not (if no sum terms exist); or, possibly, the variable is constant
 
(element value) or a state variable itself, in which case the variable name
 
is entered in the equation. This process may form awkwardly long state
 
equations but decreases as much as paracticable the number of parentheses
 
7SCEPTRE SUPPORT II, VOLUME II, Revised Mathematical Fromulation, AD-882-385
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and forces only constant valued variables to appear in the equations. Each
 
state variable equation is thus generated by this same procedure.
 
The routine has now become a self-contained representation of the state
 
equations of the input circuit.
 
The next two steps of PROSE perform the compilation of the SIUL8
 
subroutine and linkage'edit the SIULS object with the object (load module
 
in actuality) of the simulation portion of the PROSE system.-

The simulation (GO step) reads the DTASAV file and begins the generation
 
of the A and B matrices by alternately setting one and only one state variable
 
to 1, all others'are set to zero. Of course, all constant element values are
 
set to their nominal values as specified in the input description. This A
 
and B matrix generation is performed by subroutine EIGAN which also calls the
 
IBM Scientific Subroutines HSBG and ATEIG to compute the eigenvalues of the
 
real A matrix. Finally, the simulation performs a sensitivity analysis by
 
increasing each constant non-input element value, respectively; by 1% and
 





Three examples are-given which illustrate the use of the PROSE program
 
in obtaining state equations for electrical networks. For each examplethe
 
SCEPTRE listing is given together with the circuit diagram.. The state
 












A simple RLC circuit is used for the first example. The circuit
 
diagram is shown together with the SCEPTRE input in Figure 5.1a. The
 
state equations produced as the output of the PROSE program is also
 
listed in Figure 5.1b.
 
In Figure 5.2 the A and.B matrices are given. -Next :the eigenvalues 
are calculated together wfth'the sensitivities of the maximum eigenvalue of 
one per cent change in each parameter. If the sensitivity of the circuit 
element is within 3% of unity, the circuit element can be removed from the 
network. How the circuit element can beremoved (by setting it equal to zero 




Vi E JiIVEiN "1!360O1SSLESCE StM IN n- AM 
2/12/75
THIS IS VERSION N OF SUPERVSCEPTRE UPDATED 

FLCI DA.
EV TI-E LNIVERSITY OF SCUT
DEVELCPt 







RL , 2-CG=2 
CUT PUTS 
E 
RLUN CCNTACLSLil i STOP 
EXECUTE SETUP PI-ASE ONLY
 
Z ND 
END CF PP 'PROCESSOR 
c.
 
Figure 5.1a. RLC Circuit Example.
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EISEKVALLES CF IATRIX A -4
 
kEAL PART INAG. PART
 

















NO SENSITIVITIES WITHIN 3Z OF I
 
C PAY eE ;EVCVEC (I.E. 	SET TO ZERO IF SENSITIVITY < ZERO
 
SET TO INFINITY If SENSITIVITY > ZERO.)
 
Figure 5.2. Matrices, Eigenvalues and Sensitivities for RLCCircuit. 
24­
, ,.) r1 Iv.vA. flu 1 CL'' ai~ .0 orVlm 7i7 n~~p' ,ln. ti vl . . . . . . .. . 
5.2 Mutual Inductance
 
A simple transformer system is shown in Figure 5.3 together with the
 
SUPER*SCEPTRE input. The state equations are given in Figure 5.4.
 
Notice the generation of the inductor matrix equations, XML, and the
 
references to the inverse elements of this matrix, XMLI. In Figure 5.5
 
the A matrix, B matrix, eigenvalues and sensitivities are listed.
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INPUT -- 0/75 VERSION -- S/360 -- OS RELEASE 21.&
 SUPER*SCEPTRE SYSTEM 

THIS IS vIESICN N CF SUPER*SCEPTRE UPDATED 2/12/75
 
DEVELCPEQ BY THE LNIVaRSITY OF 
SCUTH FLCRIDA.
 BOWERS 813-974-2581
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U'IVERSITY OF SCUTH FLORIDA
 
























IGENVALLES CF PATRIX A
 






SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 0 






NO SgrNSITIVITIES WITHIN 3% OF 1
 
Li PAY EE FEtOVED (I.e. SET TO ZERO IF SENSITIVITY < ZERO
 
SET TO INFINITY IF SENSITIVITY > ZERO.)
 
Figure 5.5. Matrices, Eigenvalues and Sensitivities for Mutal Inductance Example.
 
5.3 Integral Pulse Frequency Modulation Regulator
 
The circuit model for an integral pulse frequency modulation regu­
lator* is given in Figure 5.5. The state equations follow in Figure
 
5.7. The A matrix is shown in Figure 5.8 with the eigenvalues for the 
A matrix. Also shown is the variation ineigenvalues that accompanies
 
a one per cent change in each parameter.
 
* 	 R. P. Twens, Y. Yu, and J. Triner, "Time Domain Modeling and Stability 
Analysis of an Integral Pulse Frequency Modulated DC'to DC"Power 
Converter", PESC '75 Record 
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END 
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.Figure 5.6. Integral Pulse Frequency Modulation Regulator Model.
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6. 	Summary and Conclusions 
The 	work during the two years of the NASA Grant NSG-3096 has resulted 
in a computer program which will convert a SCEPTRE listing for an electrical
 
or mechanical system into a set of state equations for the network. Additional
 
features of the program to PROduce State Equations include subroutines to:
 
1. 	linearize the state equations about an operating point as
 
specified by the initial conditions
 
2. 	obtain the eigenvalues for the linearized state equations
 




4. 	use the sensitivity calculations to indicate which circuit
 
element can be removed from the network without adversely
 
affecting the systems dynamic operation
 
At 	the end of the first year the PROSE program had limitations on the type of
 
networks it would accept. In the second year several of these limitations
 
were removed at a great cost in programming manpower. The most significant
 




Additional research and development could profitably be spent in applying
 
the PROSE program to the design of automatic control systems. Using SUPER*SCEPTRE
 
an electromechanical description of the plant to be controlled would be reduced
 
to the state equations for the systems. The state equations could be used in
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- GENERA'TE STATE EQUATIONS FROM SCLPTRE 
BUILT PGMSAV AND DTASAV FILES. THE ROUTINES 




















CCO2 IMPLICIT REAL*P(A-H,O-Z) PRI 0046
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C PRI CC4A 
C PRI 0G0C 
C VARIABLE DEFINITIONS - NASA PRi 0051 
C NSYM - ELEMENTS SYMBOL STORAGE ARRAY PRL 0052 
C KSYM - *NUFBE" CF SYMrOLS IN NSYM PRi OC53 
C NRAY - INPUT AND OUTPUT 80 BYTE ARRAY PRI 0054 
C KRAY - CURRENT LOCATION POINTER IN NRAY PRI 0055 
C NLEN - ARRAY CF LENGTHS OF EACH TYPE OF ELEMENT Pal CC56 
C NPT - POINTERS TO ELEVENT TYPES IN NSYN PRI 0057 
C NT - TYPE OF ELEMENT VALUc(=O IS NOT EJ TYPE) PRI 0058 
C PRI CC5G 
OCC3 
C 
COWMON /NASA/ rSYM(6,300),KSYP,NRAY(80),KRAY,NLEN(B),NPT(B),NT(3OOPRI OC6C 
1) PRI 006i 
PRI CC62 
C PRI 006i 
C VARIABLE DEFINITIONS - PUSHED PRI 0064 
C KLOCA - ARRAY OF LEFT HAND SIDE ENCODED NAMES AND PR. 0065 
C LOCATICN OF EQUATION IN NPUSH AND PRI 0066 
C SUW. TFRMS FLAGS PRi 0067 
C KLOC - LENGTH OF KLOCA PRL 0068 
C NPUSH - ECUATICN ARRAY PR1 0069 
C KPUSd - LbNGTH CF EOUATION ARRAY NPUSH DRI 0070 
C KPMAX - MAXIMUP LENST-H OF NPLSH(O00) PRI 0071 
C PRI 0072 
0CC4 COFMON /PLSFED/ KLOCA(3,4O0),KLOC,NPUSH(100),KPUSH,KPMAX PRl 0073 
C 
C 




C NSHUV - PUSH DC. STACK(FIFO TYPE) PR: 0077 
C KSHUV - CURRENT POINTER INTO NPUSH STACK PRI 0078 
C KST - - START CF CURRENT EQUATION IN NPUSH PRI CC7 
C KaND - END CF CURRENT ECUATICN IN NPUSH PRI CC0 
C KSUB - CURRENT VARIABLE'S SUBSCRIPT VALUE PRI 0081 
C KEXTD - CURRENT VARIABLE'S EXTENDED VALUE PR 0082 
C KFAR - FARENTFESIS FLAG PR1 OCe 
C PR: 0084 
0005 CCXMON /SHGR/ NSHUV(5GO),KSHUV,KSTKENDKSUBKEXTDKPAR PRI 0095 
C PRI C086 
C PRI 0027 
C VARIABLE DEFINITIONS - CNTRL PRI 0088 
C LIST - CEBUG FLAG PRI '089 
o L - RESERVEC WORD PRi 0090 
C CTROL - CONTROLS FROM DTASAV PRI 0091 
C KXM - XMLs XMRC, AND XMS ARRAY SIZES PRI 0092 
C PRI 0C93 
OCC6 COMMON /CNTRL/ LIST.L1,CTROL(i6O) ,KXM(3) PRI CC4 
C PR. 0095 
C PRI 0096 
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C VARIABLE DEFINITIONS - FILES PRZ 0097 
C NPRINT - PRINTFR FILE NUMBER PRI 0098 
C NPGM - SCEPTRE PROGRAM FILE NUMBER PRi COsS 
C NOTA - SCEPTRE DATA FILE NUPBER PRi 0100 
C PRI 0101 
CCC7 CCPMCN /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGM,NDTA,NEQU PRI 01C2 
C PRi 0103 
C PRI 0104 
C VARIABLE CEFINITIONS - CHARS PRI 0105 
C NSP - SPACE PRI 0IC6 
C 1LP - LEFT PARNTHESIS PRI 0107 
C NRP - RIGHT PARENTHESIS PRI O18 
C NCCM - COMA PRI OICS 
C NEO - EQUAL SIGN PRI OLIC 
C ND - ALPHA LETTER "D" PRI 0111 
C NPLUS - PLUS SIGN PRI 0112 
C NPINUS - VINUS SIGN PRI 0113 
C NSL - SLASH PRI 0114 
C NZER - ZERO NUPERIC PRi O1i5 
C NXM(3J- ALPI-A 'L','R','S' PRI 0116 
C NUv(1O)- NUV'RICS PRI 0117 
C PR 0118 
OC803 CCMMON /CHARS/ NSP,NLPNRP,NCOM,NEQ,NDNPLUS,NMINUSNSLNZERNXM(3PRI 0119 
1) ,NUX(IO) PRI C12C 
C PRI 0121 
C PRi 0122 
C VARIABLE CEFINITIONS - HOLDIT PRI 0123 
C HEAD - HEADINC CARD BUFFER PUI 0124 
C KHEAD - NUMBER HEADING CARDS PRI 0125 
C NCUM. - RESERVED WORD I PRI 0126 
C ELTS - ELEPENT VALUES PRI 0127 
C KELTS - rUtBER CF ELEMENTS PRI 012 
C KEL . - NUMBER ELEMENTS-NUMBER EJ ELEMENTS PR 0120 
C SCR - SOURCc DERIVATIVE VALUES PRL 013C 
C NSDR - SOLRCE DERIVATIVE NAtES PRI1 0131 
C KSDR - NUMLSED SOURCE DERIVATIVES PR 0132 
C NCUM3 - RESERVED WORD 3 PRI 0133 
C XIC - INITDL STATE VARIABLE VALUES PR 1 0134 
C KSV - NUMBER STATE VARIABLES PR 1 0135 
C NCUM4 - RESERVED WORD 4 PRI 0136 
C PAR - CEFINEC PARAMETER VALUES PR: 0137 
C NPAR - DEFINEC PARAMETER NAIES PRI 013E 
. 
CC KDPNCUYM5 - NUMBE' DEFINED PARAMETERS- RqSERVEC WORD 5 PRiPRI1 0139014C 
CC XTABN TAB - TABULAR FUNCTICN VALUES - TABLE NAV'ES PRI 0141 PRI 01112 
C KTAB - NUMBER ENTRIES IN XTAB PRI 0141 
C C KTA92 - NUMBER CF TABLES P5l 0144 
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C KEJ - NUVBER CF INPUT(INDEP6NDENT) SOURCES PRI 0145 
C PUI. 0146 
C PRI 0147 
OCC9 COYMON /HOLCIT/ HaAD(9,1I),KHEAD,NDUI,ELTS(3CO),KELTS,KEL,SDR5O)PRI 0148 
1,NSDR(6,5'),KSCR,NDUM3,XIC50),KSV,NDUM4,PAR('IO),NPAR(6,1OO),KDPPI 0149 
2NDUM5,XTAB(500),(TAB(7,50),KTAB,KTA82,KEJ PRI 015C 
C PRI 0151 
C 'PRI 0152 
C SET CCNSTANTS PRi 0153 
C PUSHED PRI 0154 
0010 DATA KLOC/O/ PRI 0155 
C¢il DATA KPUSh/i/,KPtAX/i000/ PRI 0156 
C FILES PRI 0157 
0012 DATA NPRINT/6/,NPGM/I/,NDTA/2/,NEOU/3/ PRI 0158 
C CFARS PRI 0159 
oc03 DATA NSP/iH /,NLP/IH(/,NRP/!H)/,NCOM/IH,/ PRI 0160 
00'4 DATA NEOI!H=/,ND/IHD/,NPLLS/IH+/,NMINUS/IH-/ PRI 0161 
0015 DATA NSL/IH//,NZER/IH/ PRI 0162 
CCL6 DATA \AM/IHL,I)-R,lHS/ PR1 0163 
0017 DATA NLM/IHC,IHI,1H2,1H3,IH4,LH5,1H6,1H7,1H8,1H9/ PRI 0;64 
C FOLDIT PRI 0165 
C1e pATA'KTAE/O/,KTAB2/0/,KSDR/O/,KELTS/O/,KDP/O/ PRi 0166 
C PRI 0161 
0019 DATA KXM/3*G/ PRI 0168 
CC2C END PRI. 0169 
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CCCl IPPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O.-Z) PRI 0175
 





CC03 CCPMON /CNTRL/ LIST,LI,CTROL(160),KXM(3) PRI 017E
 




C GET SYMBOLS 







C GENERATE STATE EQUATIONS HEADER 

CCC6 CALL NTCUP 

C BUIL, EQUATIONS 








OC08 CALL FINIE 
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C GP=TP OXXX=ZXXX AND CHANGE XXX 

PRI 0202
C I=F EXCEPT ICW=TJ 







. 	 PRI 02C5
C CU=M EU=U JU=R LU=K RU=D 

PR 0206









DVENSION NEL(5), NELF(8), NST(2), NSTF(4), NCHAR(6), NAME(6) PRI 021C 
EQUIVALENCE {NG,NELF7)), {ND,NELF(5)) , (NT,NSTF(3)) PRi 0211 
ECUIVALENCE (NU,NzLF(2)), (NC,NLF(8) ), (N4,NSTF(4)) PRi 0212 
PA! 0213DATA 	NFL/IHC,IHE,IHJ,IHL,IHR/ 

DATA NELF/IHM,IHU,IHR,IHK,IHDIHJ,1HG,LHC/ PRI 0214 
DATA iST/IHI,I-V/ PRI 0215 
DATA NSTF/IHF,!I-V,IHT,IHW/ PRI 0216 






 PRi 0215 
Df 1 1=1,6 PRI 0220 
IF(AME(t).NE.NBL) KN=KN+1 PRI 0221 
1 	 NCI-AR(I)=NAWECI) PRI 0222
 
IF{KN.LE.1) RETURN PR! 0223
 




2 	 RETURN 
 PRI 0226
 





IF(KLCC.LE.1) RETURN PRl 0225
 
IFCNCHAR(KLCC).EC.NU.OR.NCHAR(KLOC).EQ.NW) GO TO 5 PRI 0230
 













6 	 DC 7 KI=1,2 PRI 0236
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0035 8 KEL=5 PR1 0243 
CC3z KELF=J PRI 0244 
0C37 IF(NZHAR(KLCC).EC.NU) GO TO 9 PRI 0245 
003S KEL=3 PR1 0246 
0039 KELF=3 PRI 0247 
CC4'. 9 OC 10 K1=1,KEL PRI 021E 
004j IFNCHAUKST.NE.NEL(K)) G0 TC 10 PRi 0249 
0042 NC4AR(KST=NELF(KI+KELF) PRI 0259 
CC43 GC TO 11 PRI 0251 
0C'4 IC CUNT! NUE PRI 0252 
0045 RETURN PR1 0253 
CC46 
CC'7 













OC51 GO TO 2 PRI 0259 
O052 END PR! 0260 
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OCO SUBROUTINE BCDOUT KVAL) PRI 026 
CC PRI. 0262 <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PR,Z 0263 
C PRI 0264 
C PUT Th. BCD CHARS FOR KVAL) INTO OUTPUT STRING PRI 0265 
C PRi 0266 
C <><><)O><<><>>><>>C><><>C><>C><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PRI 0267 
C eARL 0268 
cccz CClCN /ChARS/ NSP,NLPNRP,NCOMNE,NDNPLUSNMINUSNSLNZERNXM(3PUI 0269 
C 
I),KNUMS(IC) PRI 0270 
PRI 0271 
CCC3 PVAL=KVAL PRI 0272 
CCC4 NL5N=INT(ALCGOIAMAXOMVAL,I)))+I PRI 0273 
0005 MOIV=iC**(NLEN-1) PRI 0274 
OCC6 KFL=O PR1 0275 
OCC7DC i I=I,NLEN PRI 0276 
00083 MPTR=MVAL/MOIV4+L PRI 0277 
cc," IF(MPTR.EQ.I.ANC.KFL.EO.O) GO TO 1 PRi 0278 
CXC CALL PUTCHR (KNUSCMPTR)) PRI 027g 
ccil KFL=I PRI 0280 
0012 kVAL=MVAL-(MPTR-I)*MDIV PRI 0281 
CC13 1 NCIV=CIV/IO PRI 0282 
CC.4 RETURN PRi 02e3 
0015 END PR 0284 
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0001 SUBROLTINE BILD' PRI 0285 
C PRI 0286 
C <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<<><><O<' <O<)<)C<><>>>OO PUl 0287 
C PRI 0202 
C BUILD THE STATE VARIABLE EQUATICNS FRI 0280 
C PRI 0290 
C <><><><><>><><C><<><><><<><><><><><><><><><)<><><><><><><><><><>PRI 0201 
CCC2 IMPLICIT REAL*E(A-H,O-Z) PRI 0292 
0C03 COMMON /NASA/ NSYM(6,3C),KSYM,NRAY(80) KRAYNLSN(B),NPT(8) NT(300PRI 0293 
1) PRI 0294 
0CC4 COMMON /PL-HED/ KLOCA(3,400),KLOC,NPUSH(1OOO),KPUSH,KPMAX PUi 0295 
0005 COMP-31 /CHAPS/ NSP,NLP,NRPtCCt,NEQ,D,NPLUS,NMINUS,NSLNZER,NXM(3PRI 0296 
1),NUM(1O)' PRI 0297 
CCC6 CCtVC\ /CNTRL/ LIST,LI,CTROL(160),KXM(3) PRI 029e 
0307 C3OMM'f /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGM,NDTA,NEQU PRI 0299 
GOCC CIVENSICN IRAYI6, LXM(6) PRI 03-) 
CCC9 D4TA fRAY(l)/IFC/ PuI 03Ca 
CCiC DATA LXV/IHX,IHP,lH ,IHVIH ,IH / PRI 03G2 
0011 KFL=O PRi 0303 
C CLEAR CUT ARRAY ONCE ONLY PRI 03C4 
¢C12 DO 1 1=1,72 PRI 0305 
0013 1 WRAY(I)=NSP PRI 0306 
00:4 KQAY=7 PRI 0337 
















CCIE KFL=1 PRI 0312 
0019 2 FORMAT (22HC MATRIX ECUATICNS,58X,/,LHCt79X) PRI 0313 
0C23 
CCZi 3 WRITE (NEU,3) NXM(I),KXM(I),KXM(I)FrIRMAT (6X,lZ2iCIVENSION XV,AI,IHI,13,1H,, 13t H)752X) PRI 03L4 P~l 0315 
0022 Q CONTINLE PRi 0316 
0023 DO 6 1=1,3 PRI 0317 
CCEa IF(KX'VI).EC.0) GO TO 6 PR1 01e 
ccz5 JN=KXV(I) PRI 0319 
0026 J\N=J.tJN PRI 0321 
CC27 LXMC3)=XM((i) PRI 0321 
D028 00 5 J=IJNN PRI 0322 
002) W=I+(J-!)/JN PRI 0323 
0033 NA=J-(N8-I)*JN PRI 0324 
Cc3i IF(NA.GT.NB) KV.AL=IO0000*I+(NA-I)*JN+NB PI 0325 
CC3Z IF(NA.LE.\B) KVAL=IC0000I+CND-I)JNNA PRI 0326 
0033 CALL PUTNAM (LXM) PRI. 0327 
CC34 CALL ECCCUT (NA) PRI 0320 
CC35 CALL PLTCHR INCCV) PRI 0325 
0036 CALL UCDOLT (3B) PRI 0330 
0037 CALL PUTCI-R (NRP) PRI 0331 
0c3a CALL PUTCHR (NSC) PSI. 0332 
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CALL POP (KVAL) PRI 0333 
CALL PUTLIN PR1. 0334 
CONTI UE PRI 0335 
IF(KFL.EO.1) 1,RITE (NEQU,7) PRI 0336 
FORMAT (U-C,79X,/,1HC,79X,/,IHC,79X) PRI 0337 
WRITE (NEU,8) PRI 0338 
FORMAT C3CHC STATE VARIABLE EQUATIC'NS,50X,/,IHC,79X) PRI 0339 
LCOP ON STATE VARIABLES PRi 0340 
DC ii VSVPT=3,4 PRI 034 
KSV=NLEN(KSVPT) PRI 0342 
IF(KSV.EO.O) GO TO 11 PRI 0343 
LSV=NPT(KSVPT)-1 PRI 0344 
DO 10 JSV=I,KSV PRI 0345 
POINT TO STATE VARIABLE NAPE PRI 0346 
LJSV=LSV+JSV PR.I 0347 
PUT THE NAME PRI 0342 
D0 9 I=1,5 PRI 0349 
MRAYI+1)=NSYM(I,LJSV) PRI 0350 
CALL PUTNAM (MPAY) PR1 0351 
AND AN EQLALS SIGN PRI 0352 
NRAY(KRAY)=NEQ PRI 0353 
KRAY=KRAY+I. PRI 0354 
DECODE THE NAME PRI 0355 
CALL DECNAP (NSVM(I,LJSV),OJLCCKVAL) PRI 0356 
MAKE HER LOOK LIKE STATE VARIABLE DERIV. PRI 0357 
KVALSV=KVAL+I0'O0 PRI 0358 
POP THE EQUATICN FOR THIS DERIV. 
CALL POP (KVALSV) 
PRI 0359 
PRI 0360 
FORCE TI-E LINE OUT PR 0361 
CALL PUTLIN PR'. 0362 
CONTINUE PR1 0363 
RETURN PRI 0364 
END PRI 0365 
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O0Oi SUBROUTINE CECNAM (NAME,KSUBdKLOKVAL) PRI 0366 
C PRI 0367 
C <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>Pai 036a 
C PR: 0369 
C CECODE (NAME) INTO SUBSCRIPT LOCATION AND VALUE PRI 0370 
C PkI 0371C <><><)<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PEkI D372 
C PRI 0373 
CC02 IVPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,C-Z) PRZ 0374 
CCC3 CVMCO /NASA/ NSYMV.,300),KSYpNRAY(80),KRAYNLENCB),NPT8),NT(300PRI 0375 
1) PRi 0376 
0C04 CC'MO /CI-ARS/ NSP ,NLPgNRPNCOM,NEQNO,NPLUSNMINUSNSL,NZERNXM(3PRI 0377 
i) ,NUmtI1o0 PRI 037e 
0005 COMMON /CNTRL/ LIST,LI,CTROL(160),KXM(3) PRI 0379 
0006 CCVMO'4 /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGM,NDTA,NEOU PRI 0380 
CCC7 DIENSICN NAME(6), NELTSIY), NTYPE(6) PRI 0381 
C003 DIMENSICN NXTAR(5) PRL 0362 
0C09 UATA ELTS/iHC,ihR,1HL,1HE,1NJ,1HP/ PRI 0383 
cCI C DTA NTYPE/IHD,IhV,1HIIHS,1FG,IHX/ P l 0384 
0.: OATA N/!HN/,\MIHM/ PR1 0385 
O01z DATA NXTAB/1HTIHAIHBIHLIhE/ PR1 0366 
CC13 ECUIVALEXCE (NI,NTYPE(3)), (NP,NELTS(6f) PRI, 0387 
cc0i EQUIVALENCE (NXTAB(I}.NELTS(7)}, (NCHART,NXTAB(1)3 PR: 0388 
c PRI 0389 
0015 KLOC= i PRI 0390 
0016 KELTS=) PR 0391 
001!7 KTYPE=C PRL 0392 
O010 KEXTD=0 PRI 0393 
C LOCATE SYM80L TYPE PRI 0394 
CC i DC 1 1=1,6 PRi 039! 
0C20 IF(NAMC(11.E0.NTYPa(I)) GC TO 7 Pat 0396 
0021 1 CCNTI.NUE PRI 0397 
OC2 KST=l PA: 0398 
C LOCATE SYVBCL ELEMENT PRI 03 9 
00 3 2 DO 3 1=1,7 R1 0400 
0C24 
C025 
IF(NAYE(KST).EC.NELTS(I)) GO TO 8 PRI 04CI 
3 CONTINUE PRI 0402 
C MLTUAL TYPE? PRI 0403 
002U IFCNA.,Q(KST)hN.NM) GO TO 4 PRI 04 )4 0 
CC27 KELTS=9 PRi C405 
ODZP Go TO 9 PRl 0436 
C VCLTAC"/CURRENT TYPE PRI 04v7 
C 29 4 IF(KTYPE.EQ.Z.CR.KTYPE.E0.3) GO TO 12 PR1 0408 
C FORM SYMBCL VALLE PRl 04C 
0033 
00C3 
5 KVAL=KLOC+1COO*KELTS+ICCOC*KRTYPE+IOCC*KEXTD PRL 04'q 
IF(LIST. Q.I) WRITE (NPRINT,61 NAME,KLOC,KELTS,KTYPE,KEXTD PRi 0411 c0, 
C032 6 FORMAT (8H DECtAM=,6AI,6H KLCC=,13,7H KELTS=,13,7H KTYPE=,I3,7H KEPRI 0412 
1XT0=,13) PRI 0413 
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CC33 RETURN 
C GOTTA TYPE NAME 
C XPRESSION IS'SOECIAL 
C'34 7 IF(I.EQ.6) GO TC 17 
C NOT AN "X"-TYPE 
0035 KST=2 
CC36 KTYPE=I 
0C37 00 TO 2 
C GDTTA ELEMENT 
OC39 8 KELTS=I 
C PARAYETER IS SPECIAL 
CC31 IF(KELTS.EO.7) GO TG 
C LOCATE NAME IN SYMBOL TABLE 
CC4C 9 CO 11 I=I,KSYM 
CC0. 00 10 J=1,5 
0042 KSTJM=KST+J-I 
0043 IF(NAMc(KSTJM).NE.NSYM(J,I)) GO TO 11 
CC44 1t CCNTINUE 
C FOUND NAME IN STABLE 
0045 KLOC=I 
CC46 GC TO 5 








C V#/I#l TYPE 
IF(LPLNP(NAME,KSTAR,1,KSTYL).EC,1) GO TC 5 
CC5A 
C VPO/I#C TYPE - STATE VARIABLE DERIV. 
IF(NAYFKSTAR).EC.NC) GO TO 15 
C V#P/IVP TYPE 
0051 IF(N4M11(KSTAR).EQ.NP) GO TO 16 











C056 CC 14 KELTS=1,5 
•CC57 IF(NSYN(L,KPL).EQ.NELTS(KELTSW) GO TO 5 
S^53 14 CCNTINUE 
0C59) KELTS=O 
CC6: CC TO 5 
C STATE VARIABLES 
0061 15 KTYPE=1 
00b2 GO TO 13 
C V2P, V3P, XiUP, OR XI5P 

















































































































































































IF(LPLl'P(NAE,KSTAR,1iKSTYLQ.EC.j) GO TO 5 
GO TO 16 
KLOC=XSUB 
"XM"-ELEPENT TYPE00 19 KEXTD=1,3 












CC TO 5 
XM$l - TYPE 
IF(NAME(4).EO.NICR.AtE(5).EC.NI) 'KTYPE=6 
GO TO 9 
X TYPE, tCN SPECIAL - "XTABLE"? 









"XT" TYPE?IF(NAPE(2).EQ.NCHART) GO TO 23 










lF(KPUMP.EQ.0.AND.KSTYL.NE.O) GO TO 13K-XTO=7 
KST=1 










GO TO 5 PRl 0499 
ERRORS PRI 0499 
PRi 05C! 
TABLE APPEARED IN XPRESSICN 
CALL ERROR (30)
END 





FORTRAN IV G1 RELEASE 2.0 ERROR DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBROUTINE ERROR (NUM) . PRI 05-)5 
CC PRI 05C6<><><><><><>5><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PRzI 05P07 
C PRI 050 
C PUT ERROR NUMBFR PRI 0509 
Cc PRI 051C<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PRI 05111 
C PRI 0512 
0002 CCNMCN /EILES/ NPRINT,NPGM,NOTANEQU PRI G513 
c PI 05:4 
0003 OtMENSION NBAD(34) PRI 0515 
OC34 DATA NPAUL/L8/ PR! 0516 
C0C5 DATA 8AC/I,4,5,6,7,8,17,18,19,20,23,24,27,28,30,31,32,34/ Pai 0517 
CCOt WRITE (RPRINT,!) NUM PRI 051E 
OCOt I. FORMAT (/!,14H ERROR NUMBER f12t20H SEE ERRCR LIST..... /) PR1 0519 
CCCB DC 2 I=I0,EADL PRl 0520 
CCC IFCNUM.EO.NBAD(I)) GO TO 4 PRI 0521 
0013 2 CONTINUE PRI 0522 
0ci! WRITE (NPRINT,3) PRI 0523 
CC12 3 FORMAT (38H STTE VARIABLE PROCUCTION SUPPRESSED.) PSI C524 
0013 STUP.C PRI 0525 
C014 4 WRITE (NPRINT,5) PRI 0526 
0015 5 FCRMAT (48H SEVERE ERROR - SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS SUPPRESSED.) PRI 0527 
CC16 STOP 8 PRI 052E 
0017 END PRI 0529 
-48­
FORTRAN I% 31 RELEASE 2.0 FINIE DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBROLTINE FINIE PRI 0530 
C PR1 0531 
C <><>><><> <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><)<><><<><><><><><<>P1 0532 
C PRI 0533 
C FINISH LP THE STATE EQUATIONS PRODUCTION. PRI. 0534 
c PRI 0535 
C <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> <>O<<YC)C>OOC)<>O <> <>PI 0536 
C PR1 0537 
0002 
C 




CCC,3 WRITE (NEQU,I) PRI 054C 
0004 1 FORMAT (IHC,79X,/1lHC,79X1 /,IHC,35(2H<>),IH<,8X,/,IHC,79X,/,9H PRI 054 
1 iND,71X) PRI 0542 
CCC5 RETURh Pk 0543 
0006 END PRI 0544 
-49­








































































C GET EQUATIONS FROM SIMTR INTO (NPUSH) POINTED TO BY PRI 0549
 
PRI 05iO



























COMMON /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGP,NDTA,NEQU 
 PRI 0559
 





























2 IF(NRY(l).EQ.NC) GO TO I 

PRI 0572
C CHECK FOR "1" 

PRI 0573DO 3 K0Q=6,50 
P11 0574





IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NAUGM,13,6).EC.C) GO TO 14 





C TEST "FKC" 
 PRI 0579













C FCUMD "=" 
PRi C5855 IF(LIST.EC.i) WRITE (NPRINT,6) NRAY 

PRI 0586
6 FORMAT (:X,SOA1) 

PR! 0587
C GO ON PARAMETER OR XPRESSION 8).NPRI 0588IF(NRAY(7).EQ.NP.OR.(NRAY(7).EQ.NX.AN.NRAY(8).NE.NI.AND.NRAY(
 
PRI 055IE.M)) GO TC 7 
PRI 0590
C IGNORE "DO" LOOPS 
Ll PRI 0591





FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 GETEQS DATE 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0002 
0031 KSUB=O PRI 0593 
OC32 KEQI=KEO+1 PRa 0594 
C IGNORE ZERO VALUES PR. 0595 
0033 IF(NRAY(K2Q1).cO.NZER) GO TO 1 PRI 0596 
C GET SYPEOL PRI 0597 
0C34 IF(LPLLL(NRAY,KRAYNAME,O,KSUB).EQ.-i GO TO 12 PRI 059a 
C PUSH EOUATION PRi 0593 
CC35 KRAY=KQ+- PRI 06Cc 
0c36 IFIKSLBSV.NE.O.AND.KSUB.EC.IOO000) KSUB=KSUBSV P i 0601 
0037 KPSHSV=KPLSH PR 0602 
O33 CALL PUSH (NAMF,KSUB) PRI 0603 
C03; KSUBSV=O PRII G604 
C CHECK FPOR NCTHING PUSHED PRi 06G5 
0040 IF(KPSHSV.E0.KPUSH) KLOC=KLOC-1 PRI 0606 
C GIT NEXT STUFF Ai 0607 
CC4 GO TO 2 PRU 06C8 
0C42 
C PARM. OR XPRESSION - SAVE NANE IN SY?)BOL TABLE 
7 KSTAR= 7 
PRI 0609 
PRl1 (610 
C43 KSYM=KSYYV + , PRi 0611 
CCIL IF(KSYM.GT.300) CO TO 13 PRI 0612 
0045 DO 8 1=1,6 PRI 0613 
CCL6 8 NSYM(I1KSY)=NSP PRI 0614 
CC47 DO 9 1=1,6 PRi 061. 
004S IF(.rAY(KSTAR).EQ.NLP.OR.IRA'(KSTAR).EC.NEQ) CC TO 10 PRI 0616 
0'49 NSYM(1,KSYM)=NRAY(KSTAR) PRI 0617 
cc5C KSTAR=KSTAR+1 PRi 0618 
0051 9 CONTINUE PRI 0619 
0C0 10 KRAY=K70+1 PRI 062 n 
C PUSH ECUATICN PQJ 0621 c 
£053 KPSHSV=KPLSH PRI 0622 
0054 CALL PUSH (NSYM(iKSYM),O) PRL 06231 C 
0055 IFtKPSISV.EQ.KPUSH) KLOC=KLOC-I PRI. 0624 
C"Rt GO TO 2 PRI 0625 






PS1 062 . 
C05) IF(KSL3SV.NE.KSBSVI.DR.KSUBSV.E.l) KSUGSV=O PRI. 0629 
0C60 GO TO 1 PRI 0639 
C ERRORS PRI 0631 
C PRI 0632 
C BAD SYMBOL PRI 0633 
0061 12 CALL SRROR (251 PRI 0634 
C SYMBOL TAELE OVERFLOW PSl 0635 
0062 13 CALL ERROR t26) PRI 0636 
C PARSE OUT XML, XMR, AND XMS LENGTHS PRI 0637 
0062'14 IF(NRAY(31I).E.NCOM) GO TO 4 PRI 0632 
0C64 00 15 T=1,3 PRI 0635 
0065 IF(NRAY(22).EQ;NXM(I)) GO TO 16 PRI 0640 
-51­
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CCL6 15 CONTINUE PRI 0641 
0067 GO TO 4 PR 0642 
Cc6e 16 NEN=30 PRI 0643 





IF(KXM(I).GT.7) CALL ERROR (35) 







00 19 1=1,3 










0077 GO TO 4 PRI 0652 
0C78 20 NE-N=27 PRI 0653 
CC7S NST=25 PR1 0654 
0030 GO T3 17 PR! 0655 
0C81 ENO PRI 0656 
-52­
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.0001 
C C 
SUBROUTINE MIDUP PRI 0657 
PP!- 0652 
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PRi 0659 


















































































COtMCN /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGM,NCTA,NEQU 

PRI 0672
COPMO /CNTRL/ LIST,Ll,CTROL(160),KXt13) 

















 PRI 0679C PLT Dci'LG PR: 0.,80
IF(LIST.NE.I) GO TO 19 

PR1 0681
C DEBUG FACILITY 
 PUl 0682
WRITE (tPRINT,I) NPT,NLEN,KSYM 





DC 2 I=I,KSYM 
 ) 
 PRi 0686
2 WRITE (NPRINT,3) I,(NSYV(J,I),J=I,6
 PRI 0687







WRITE iNPRINT,4) (I,NPUSH(I) ,NPUSH(I) tI=I,KPUSH) PRi 
FRI 0691
4 FURMAr (ZCOC/,!X,4C2I9,8X,Al,3X))) lb71




5 FORMAT (2C0(/,lX,3(419,3X))) 
 PRI 0694
WRITE (NPRINT,6) KXM 
 PR, 6S5
FCRMAT (6- AXML=,13,7F IIXMRG=, 13,tH NXMS=,D3) PRi C696
6 WR ITE {/PRI(,T,7) TTVE,KELTS,KSV,KOP,KSOR,KTAB 
7 FORMAT (12H <><><>TIME=,IPDIA.7,/,7H KELTS=,I3,SH KSV=,13,5H KDP=,PR- 0697
 
PRI. 0b98
113,6h KSCR=,13,6H KTAB=,3,//) 
 P~l 0695
DO 10 T=1,KELTS 

PRI 0700
IF(NSYMUI,I).N.NE.AND.NSYW(1,I).NE.NJ) GO TO 8 
 PR] 070].
-IF(NT(l).EQ.O) CO TO 10 

PlU 0702
8 WRITt CNPRINT,0) [,ELTS(I) 
 PRI 0703





FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 MIDUP DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE O00Z 
C PUT DEFINED PARAMETER VALLES 
003: IF[KDP.EO.O) GO TO 13 
OC32 DC 11 !=1,KCP 
C23 1i WRITE (NPRINT,12) I,PARCI) 
12 FORMAT (13H <><)<>DPUM=,I3,7H DPVAL=,IPO14.7) 
c PUT SOURCE CERIVATIVE VALUES 
CC35 13 IF(KSDR.EC.O) GC TO 16 
0036 00 14 I=I,KSOR 
0C37 14 WRITE {NPRINT,15) I,SDRCI) 
CC3 15 FCRMAT (14H <><><>SDRNUM=,13,8H SORVAL=,IPD14.7) 
C PUT TABLE VALUES 
0033
CO.t,,C 
16 IFCKTAL.EC.0) GO17 1=I,KTAB TO 19 
CC4c 17 WRITE (NPRINT,18) I,XTAB(I) 
0042 18 FORMAT (14H <><)<>TABNUM=,I3,8H TABVAL=,IPDI4.7) 























































SUaROLTINE POP CKPOPO) PRI. 0725 
PRI 0726
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><-<><><><><><><><><><>PRI 0727. 
C PRI 0728 
C POP THE EQUATICN POINTED TO BY VALUE (KPOPO) FROM (NPUSH) PRI 0729 
C PR. 0730 
C <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><)<><><><)<><><><><><>PRL 0731 
C PRI 0732 
000 IMPLICIT REAL*E(A-H,O-Z) PRI 0733 
0C03 COPMON /NASA/ NSYM(6,300),KSYM,NRAY(80),KRAY,NLEN(8),NPT(8),NT(300PRI 0734 
1) PRI 0735 
0004 CDMMON /PU;SHED/ KLOCA(3,4C0) ,KLCC,NPUSH1OOO),KPUSH,KPMAX PRI 0736 
0005 COXMON /SIGR/ NShUV(5OO),KSHUV,KSTKEND,KSUBKEXTD,KPAR PRI 0737 
Cc6 CCI'CN /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGNCTA,NEQU PRI 0738 
CCC7 COPMON /CHARS/ NSP,NLP,NRP,NCCP,NEQ,NCdPLUS ,thINUS,NSL,NZERNXM(3PRI.073S 
1),NUM(0) PRI 074) 
C008 
C0C 
CC(.VCN /CNTRL/ LIST,LI,CTROL(160),KXM(3) 









CCI, KSHUV= PRI 0745r 
cc: KSISN:=O PRI 0746 
C LOCATE THIS SYVCOL VALUE IN STACK PRI 0747 
CC13 
C 
IF(LOCTST(ILOC,KPCPO).NE.0) GO TO 20 
CHECK IF PARENS: AROUND SUM TERMS REQUIRED 
PRI 0748 
PRI 07AS , 
0014 1 KPAR=KLOCA(3,ILOC) PR 0750 
0O05 IF(KPAR.EO.L.0R.fNRAY(KRAY-1).E0.NSL) CALL PUTCHR (NLP) PRI 0751 
C FCR FCP LCCATERS PRI 0752 
00'6 2 KSThKL CA(2,1LOC) PRI 0753 
00:7 ILOCP=ILOC+l PRI 0754 
Col8 KEND=KLCCA(2,ILCCP)- PRi 0755 
C POI*4T TO VALUE - NOT NAME/CHAR PRI 0756 
DO-) 3 IF(NPUSFI(KST).GT..AND.NPUSH(KST).LT.lCCCCCOOCO) GO TO 7 PRI 0757 
CC20 
C NvA/CF-AR FCUNC 
IF(KPAR.NE.Q.OR.PUSH(KST).NE.NPLUS) CALL PUTCHR (NPUSH(KST)) 
PRI 075e 
PR1 0759 
00 1 KST=KST+l PRI 0760 
C END Or POPPING? PRI 0761 
0022 4 IF(KST.LE.KENB) GO TO 3 PRI 0762 
C YES - OLT RIGHT PAREN IF LEFT CNE PUT PRI 0763 
0023 IF(KPAR.EO.I) CALL PUTCHR (NRP) PRI 0764 
C CHECK FOR IWCRE EQUATIONS THIS ITEM PaI 0765 
CC24 5 DO 6 ILCSV=2KLCC PRI 0766 
0025 IF(KE'ND+I.E.KLOCA(2,ILCSV).AtD.KLOCA(1,ILCSV-1I.O.KLOC'A(1,ILCSV)PRI 0767 
1) GO TO 19 . PRI 0768 
CCZ6 6 CONTINUE DR! 0769 
C ANYTHING LEFT ON STACK? PRI 077C 
0027 IF(LGRAE(KPOP).EO.O) GO TO 17 PRI 0771 




















































































































DATE, = 78178 14/44/45
2.0 POP 







SYMBOL VALUE GIVEN 

KPOP=NPUSH(KST) 
PUT PARENS. IF CIVI E1 
IF(NRAY{KRAY-1).NE.NSL) GC TO 8 
KPAR=I 
CALL PUTChR (NLP) 
CHECK FOR INVERTED ARRAY 
KMX=MOD(KPOP,ICCCCOO)/IOC'EO 3 6) GO TO 16
IF(KMX.EO.16.OR.KMX.t0.26.OR.KMX.E0.
 
FORM CORRECT VALUES FROM SUBSCRIPT 







PUSH THIS VALUE AND 
POINT TC NEXT EQUATION 

IF(LSHUVtKPO?,ILOC,KPOPO).EO.C) GO TO 12 

GCT NEXT EQUATICN 

=
 KPOS MOD(KPCPC,ICO0 ) 

LOCATION NON-EXISTENT - ZERC VALUE THEN 





EXTENDED SYMBOL AT BAD LOCATICN 

IF(MOC(KPOPO,ICCCCOO)/IOUCOO.Nt.O) GO tO 15 

NOT ENOLGh RCCV TO PUT SYMBOL - PUT THE LINE 

IF(KRAY+6.GT.7') CALL PUTLIN 

PUT "V/I" IF NECESSARY 

IF(KTYP.LE.0) CO TO 11 





CALL PUTNAP (NSYM(IKPOS)) 

GO TO 4 

NAME FOUND - PUT ELEMENT 

IF(KPOP.LT.4COC) GO TO 10 

IF(KPCP/ICOO.EC.9) Go TO 10 

IF(ILCC.EQ.C) GO TO 4 

FORCE EQUATION IF NOT EXTENDED SYMBOL 

IF(KEXTC.EQ.D) CO TO I 

IF(KSHUV.EO.G) GC TO 21 

LOCATE THIS EQUATION SUBSCRIPT IN STACK 









SUBSCRIPT NOT IN STACK 











































































































































































GO TO 1 
PUT ZERC VALUE 
CALL PLTCHR (NZER) 
GO T 4 
START ARRAY MULTIPLY LOOP 
INVALIP SUBSCRIPT ON INVERTED'GUY
IF(KSLtNI.GT.l) GO TO 9 
IF(KPCR.LT.ICCCCCO) GO TO 21 



















PUT INVERTEC ARRAY NAME 
KPXA=KMX/IO 
KSUB=KSLBNI 
CALL PUTMX (KMXA,KSUBN,KSUB) 
GC TO 9 
CONTINUE MATRIX MULTIPLY 
KMXB=KPOp/icCC 
IF(K.X.NE.16.AND.KXB.NE.26.AND.KMXB.NE.
36 ) GO TO 4
'JCREPTNT SUBSCRIPT 2 






PLT NEW INV. ARRAY NAME 
CALL PUTMX (KMA,KSUBNKSUB) 




























KSUBNL=000 Ti 5 
ILOC=ILCSV 





GO TO 2 
CHECK FOR INVALID STATE VARIABLE 
IFCKPCPCY0IGOOO..LT.i.OR.KFOPC/iO0000.GT.3) GO TO 22 
PR1 0856 

























FORTRAN IV GI RLLEASE 2.0 POP DATE 
= 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0004 
CCS3 22 
INVALIn NAME TO POP 





FORTRAN IV G RELEASE 2.0 PUSH DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 





C PR: 0875 





C PR1 0879 
0002 COMMON /NASA/ NSYM(6,3LO),KSYMNRAY({Ob)KRAY,NLEN(B)NPT(),NT(30OPR 0889 
1) PRI 0881 
OCC3 COYMON /PLSHED/ KLCCA(3,4CO ,KLGC,NPUSH(1OO),KPUSH,KPAX PUi 0882 
0004 COYMOi /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGM,NOTA,NEQU PR 0883 
BCC5 CCI"MCN /CHARS/ NSP,NLP,NRP,NCOM,N>IEQ,ND,NPLUSNMINUS,NSLNZERNXM(3PRL C884 
) NUM (O) PRI 0885 
0006 DIMENSION NAME(6), NAMI(6) PRI 0886 
C PRi 0887 
CCC7 K0O=O Pki 0888 
C DEC382 NAME - POINT TO SYtBCL TABLE PRI 0889 
0C01 CALL C5CNAM (NAME,KSUB,KLOCI,KVAL) PR 089? 
C 840 NAVE - I.E. NOT IN SYPEOL TABLE PRI C8 1 
0009 IF(KVAL.EC.C) GO TO 4 PRl 0892 
C PUSH VALUE EQU&TION PRi 0893 
CLcO KLCC=KLCC+l PUL 0894 
Gc0I KLOAt(I,XLOC)=KVAL PRI 0895 
002 KLOCAC2,KLOC)=KPUSH PR 0896 
0013 KLOCA(3,KLOC)=l PRI 0897 
0014 1 KCO= PAI 0898 
0015 KSHSV=KPUSH PRl 0899 
C GET EQUATION SYMBOL PR! 09JO 
COIo IF(LPULL(RAY,KRY,Nq4,KCOKSUB).EQ.-I) RETURN Pal osCi 
C FORM SUP CF PRCOUCTS FLAG PRI 09'2 
0017 IF(KDO.EQ.2.ANt.(KGO.E0.1.CR.NPUSH(KSHSV.EQ.tdINUS)) KLCCA(3,KLOCPRI 09)3 
1)= PRI C9C4 
cCle KGO=1 Pai 0905 
C DECDDE EOLATION SYMBOL PRI 0906 
OCl CALL CFCNAM (NAI-1,KSUBl,KLCCI,KVAL) PRI 09J7 
C INVALI' SYMlOL Pal 09c8 
CC0O IF(KVAL.EC.C) GO TO 5 Pki 0909 
C ChECK TO PUSH FULL NAME Pal 0910 
CC21 iF(KVAL.EC.6)0n.OR.KVAL.EQ.7000.OR.KVAL.EQ.800O) Go TO 2 Pal c9si 
C 'X=X+" FORMAT - IGNCRE Pal 0912 
0022 
C 
IF(KVAL.EQ.KLOCA(I,KLOC)) GC TG I PRI 0913 
PUSH EQUATION SYMBOL VALUE ONLY PRL 0914 w 
0C23 NPLSH(KPUSH+=KV L PaL 09L5 
0044 KPUSH=KPUSH+1 Pal 096i 
0025 Ir(KPUSh.GT.KPMAX) GO TO 6 PRt 0917 
0026 GC TO 1 Pal 0918 
C PUSH FULL NAME PRl 09is 
-59­
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CC27 2 KS=l PRi CS2C 
3c2o NPUSH(KPUSH)=NArL(KS) PRI 0922 
0C02 KPUSH=KPUSH+1 PRI 0922 
CC3: KS=KS1 PRI 0923 
CC!t IF(KPLSH.GT.KPAX) GO TO 6 PU 092Z 
C E140 3F NAPE? PRI 0925 
0C31 IF{NAMI(KS).EO.NSP) GO TO I PRI 0926 
IF(KS.GT.61 GO TO i PRi 0927 
0334 GO TD 3 PR. 0928 
C ERRORS PR1 0929 
C PRI 093C 
C PLSHED N A E NOT IN SYMBCL TABLE PRI 093i 
0335 4 CALL ERROR (27) PRI 0932 
C 2CUATICN NAME NOT IN SYMBOL TABLE PRI 0933 
CC3 5 CALL ERROR (28) PR) 0934 
C STACK lVERFLQh PRI 0935 
DOC3 6 CgLL -RRUR (29) PRI 0936 
CC33 , END PRI 0937 
.-60­
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CCci 
C 




C <><><)<><)<><><)<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PRL 0940 
C PRI 0941 
C PLACE THE CHAR&CTER (NCHAR) IHTO THE OUTPUT ARRAY CNRAY) PRI 0942 
C, IF (NRAY) LONGER THAN 72, PUT (NRAY) CN FTO2FCOI AS FORTRAN PR, 0943 
C PR 0944 
C <><><><>><>><><><><><><><><><><><><)<)<><><))<><)<)<><><><><>PI 0945 
C PRI 0946 
0002 
C 
COMMiN /NASA/ NSYM(6,30O),KSYf',NRAY(80),KRAY,NLEN(8),NPT(S),NT(300PRI 0947 
1) PR1'0948 
PRI 0949 
0003 IF(KRAY.GT.72) CALL PUTLII PRI 0950 
C0C4' NRAY KRAYI =NC-AR PR.1 0951 
CCC5 KRAY=KRPY+1 PR]I 0952 
CCC6 RETURN PRI 0953 




FORTRAN IV Gi RELEASE 2.0 PUTIT DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBROLTINE PUTIT (KGO,KSTCP,NCHAR,KLN,KNT,KPT) PRI 0955 
C PRI 0956, 
C <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><)O<><><><><><><><><>PI 0957 
C PR] 0958 
C 
C 
PUT THE NAMES FROM ELEMENT LIST STARTING AT TYPE 
TO TYPE (KSTOP) IN OUTPUT, PRECEDE BY (NCHARI IF 
(KGG) PRI 0959 
PR! 0960 
C KLEN Nr ZRC ANC SET NUPBER ELTS IN (KNT) PS] 0961 
C ANO POINTER OF FIRST NAPE IN (RPT) PRI 0962 
C PRI. 0963 
C <><><><><><><><><>>C> ><>) ><><><><)<<><><<>>C><><>P I 0964 
C PRI 0965 
0002 COMMON /CHARS/ NSPMLPNRPNCChNEQND NPLUSNMINUSNSLNZERRNXM(3PR1 0966 
NUM (10) PRI 0967 
Cc03 COV0ON /N SA/ NSY$(6,300),KSYlNRAY(80),KRAY, NLEN(8),NPT(8),NT(300P5I 0962 
iI PR1 0969 







C PR1 0974 
C ZERO POINTER AND COUNT PR! 0975 
000x XPi=O PRI 0976 
CC37 KT= PRI 0977 
C LCCP THRU TYPES, PRI 0978 
CCCI DO 4 IPT=KGO,KSTCP PR! 0975 
C FIND LENGTH OF THIS TYPE PR! 0980 
CCCq PPT=L hfhPT) PRi 0981 
C ZERO LENGTH IS NC PUTSKIS PRI 093a 
001') IH[MPT.EO.C) GO TO 4 PRI 0983 




LOOP O THAT COLNT 
PRE 0985 
PRi 0986 
0012 CC 3 JPT=I,MPT PR! 0987 
C PUT TH 'EXTRA Cl-AR IF ONE PR1 098 
0C13 NNPT=J PR! 0939 
O04 IF(KLE'I.NE.I) GO TO I PRI 0990 
MCZLRAY(II=NCHAR PR! 0991 
CC;L hNPT=I PR! 0992 
C FORM THIS GUYS ABSOLUTE POINTER PR! 0993 
0C17 I LJPT=LPT+JPr .PRI 0994 
C BUILD FIRST POINTER PRI 0995 
CCIB IFCKPT.EQ.O) KPT=LJPT PRi 0996 
C PUT THIS NAME PR. 0997 
OL HS=6-NNPT PRI 0998 
CC24 DC 2 P=',S PRI 0999 
0C21 2 MRAYV+fNNPT)=NSyM(M,LJPT) PRi ICCC 
c0z2 CALL PUTNAM (MRAY) PRI 1031 
C UPDATE COUNT PaI 1002 
-62­











PUT A COPWA DETWIXT 








































































CODMION '/FILES/ NPRINT,NPGMNDTA,NEQU 
 PRI 1021
 
















IF "COMON " OR 1=" APPEARS, THEN NO CONTINUATICN 

IF{LOCATE(NRAY NCOMM,7,6).EQ.C) GO-TO 2 

KND=MINO(2OKRAY) 
DO 1 I=8,KND 
IF(NRAY(I).EQ.NEO) GO TO 2 
CONTINUE 
NRAY(6)=NAST 
BLANK TO END OF LINE AND PUT LINE 
CC 3 I=KRAY,73 
NRPY{I)=NSP 
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C PUT 'XMI(# I,#I2)' WHERE % IS 'LlOR', OR -SO AND PRI 1030
 











DIXENSION NAMX(6) PRL 1D57
 








IF(KSUeN.GT.I) CALL PUTCHR (NPLUS) PRI 1061
 
CALL PUTNAP (KAX) PRI 1062
 
CALL BCDOLT (KSLBN) PRI 1063
 
CALL PUTChR (NCO') PRI 1064
 
CALL BCCCUT (KSUSNI PAI 1C65
 







FORTRAN IV G! RELEASE 2.0 PUTNAM DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 
O00 SUBROUTINE PUTNAM (NAME) PRI 1069 
C PRI 1070 
C <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PRI 1071 
C PRI 1072 
C PUT ThF (UP TO) SIX CHARACTER LIST (NAME) IN THE OUTPUT PRI 1073 
C STRING (NRAY). RITE (NRAY) IF OVER 72 CHARS. LONG Pi 1074 
C PRI 1075 
C <><><><><><><><><><)<><><(><<><><)><><><><)<><><><><><><><><>PR 1076 
CCG2 
C PRI 1077 








DIMENSTON NAME(6), NEW(6) 
PRI 1081 
PRI 1082 
C PRI 1083 
C RE-FORY V'CFANICAL NAME PR 1 IC84 
CcCO CALL BACK,(NAMEC, :w) PRI IC85 
0006 LEN=1 PRI 1086 
0007 1 IF(KRAY.GT.72) CALL PUTLIN PRI 1087 
0008 NRAY(KPAY)=NEW(LEN) PRl 108E 
000? KRAY=KRAYfi Phi 1OS9 
OClC 




CCIli IF(LEN.GT.6) RETURN PRI 1092' 
00. Iz(NEWLEN).EQ.NSP) RETURN PRI 1093 
C,13 GC TO 1 PRI 1094 
0014 END PRI 1095 
-66­
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C GET ELEPENT NAPES AND POINTERS INTO (NSYM),NPT),(NLEN), AND PRI 1100
PRI 1c E L V N 
PRI 112









 0002 	 IMPLICIT REAL*(A-HD-Z)' 

CCPMCN /FILES/ NPRINT,NPG.,NCTA,NEQU
CCC3 	 3OOPRI 1107
 
CONMON /NASA/ NSYM(6,3 OO),KSYhNRAY(80),KRAYNLEN(8),NPTt8),NT(
0004 1) 	 II18
 




























00cc 	 CINENSIC NBAO(13), NELS(8), NLOC(8) PRI 1120 
DIMENSTCN DLM(300) 1 NMUT(650)ccc9 NMATB(6) 	 PRI 1121
 DIMENSION NSIMTR(5), NSRCDR(6), NTABLE(6),00:) 
DIFENSICN NXMUTL(5, NNAMES(5), NPRMTRC6) , NUERIV(6) 
PR. 1122 
0311 NGUM(6) 	 PRI 1123
 
0Cl2 	 DIPENS!CN NIONPX(5), NCUTPT(6), NNDPD(3)I 
[MENSTON] CTROL(6)I12
003 	 PRI 1125
 
ECUIVALENCE (CTROL(I),TIME)




c015 	 DATA NELS/96,97,98,93,94,95,92,1





0017 	 PR. 

CcE 	 DATA NSIVTR/ HS,IHI,!HM, IT,1R/ PRI 1i1C
 
DATA NNAV S/IHN IHA,IH,:HE,IHS/
c0g 	 PRI 1131
 
DATA NPRNTR/:HPVHRIHMIHTIHR.HS/ 	 PRI 1133
0020 

DATA NDERIV/IHC,!E,'HR,IHI,IHV, IHS/ 	 ­0021 	








0024 	 "PRI 1136
 
















C GST DATA PI 1142
 
READ TILL SUBROUTINE SIMTR FOUND
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IF(LjCATE(NRAY,NSITR,9,5)EQ.I) GO TO 1 

C 
 CHECK WJ-ICH SCEPTRE IS USED 

READ (NPGN,3) NPAY 























C LOCATE CERTAIN STRINGS 

6 IFCLREAD(NPG,C).EO.L) GO TO 40 

T IF(LOCATECNRAYJSRCO,15,6).EQ.O) GO TO 20 

IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NTABLE,15,6).CQ0O) GO TO 22 

IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NXUTL,15,5).EC-O) GO TO 24 





IF(LOC6T2(NRAY,NPRMTR,15,6)EC.0) GO TO 28 












C CFIECK FOR 
INVALID FLAGS IN CONTROLS, 





IF(CTROL(KLOC).NE.G.ODO) GO TC 36 

10 CONT INUE 







ONLY MUST BE FLAGGED
C 	 "EXECUTE SETUP PHASE 

IF(XEXSTP.NE.IDC) GC TO 37 





DO 11 T=I,8 
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0071 12 CONTINUE PRI 1192
 
C GIT HEACING CARDS PRI 1193
 
CC72 KHEAD=XNHEAC PRI 1194
 
0073 IF(KHzA0.NE.O) READ (NDTA,13) HEAD PRI 1195
 
0074 13 FORMAT (9A8) PRI 1196
 
C GIT ELEIENT VALUES AND NAMES PzI1 g7
 
0075 KELTS=XNELTS PRI I1e
 
0C70 READ (NDTA,14) (ELTS(I),I=I,KELTS) PRI 1199
 
C-77 14 FORMAT (5014.7) PRI 12CC
 
OC78 IF(NAC.EQ.1S) READ (NDTA,15) ((NSYM(I,J),I=1,6),J=1,KELTS) PRI 1201
 
0079 15 FORMAT (72A1 PRI 1202
 
0080 KSYM=KCLTS PRI 12u3
 
C SKIP CVER ELEMENT IC VALUES PRI 1204
 
00S READ (NOTA,14) (DLM(I),I=1,KELTS) PRI 1205
 
0082 READ (NCTA,14) (DUM(1),I=1,KELTS) PRI 1206
 
0C23 IF(KPUT.NL.0) fEAC (NDTA,14) (DUM(I)3,=1,KMUT) PRI 1207
 
C GIT SCURCt DERV VALLES PRi 1208
 
0084 IF(KSD.NE.0) READ (%DTA,14) (SDR(I),I=I,KSDR) PRI 1209
 
C SKIP CVER VNICT AND INICT VALUES PRI 121C
 
ce5 N5AVE=NL:A{fl+7LEhI3)+NL 4)4NLEN(6) PRI 1211
 
O 8* IF(NSAVE.NE.0) READ (NOTA,14) (DUM(I),I=,NSAVE) PRI 1212
 
C SKIP GVER DEF PARM DERIVS VALUES PRI 1213
 
OCE7 NCPD=XNDPD PRI 1214
 
0062 rF(OP0.Nd.C) READ (NOTA,14) OUMU) ,1=2,NDPD) PRI 1215
 
C GIT 15AOT AND VADOT VALUES PRI 1216 
CC08 KSV=NLEN(3)+NLEN(4) PRI 12.7
 
G090 IF(KSV.EQ.0) GO TO 4. PRI 1218
 
009- K2E= LN(3) PRI 1219
 
cc,2 IF(K2.NE.0) REaD (NOTA,14) CXIC(I),I=I,KZ) PRI 122,
 
CCSZ 'FI=K2*1 PRI 1221
 
0C94 K2=NLEN(4)+K PRI 1222
 
CC55 IF(K2.NE.NLEN(!)) READ (NCTA,104) (KIC(1),I=KI,K2) PRI 1223
C GIT DP NAVES Ar D VALUES PR 1 1224 
0096 KDP=XNOP PRi 1225 
.0097 IF(KCP.N5.Q) Rt AD (NDTA,14) (PAR(I),I=I,KDP) PRI 1226 
CC8 IF(KDP.NE.0.ANC.NAC.EQ.160) READ (NDTA,15) U(NPAR(I,J), I=,6),J=,PRI 1227 
IKDP) PRI 122a 
C GIT TAFLES PRi 1229 
CC9 IF(KTAF.E.0} READ INDTA14) XTAB(I),I=1,KTA8) PUl 123C 
C COPY PLTUAL NAVES TC NSYM PRI 1231
 
O1CC DO 17 I=1,KMUT PRI 1232
 
Cii KSYM=KSYP41 PRI '1233
 
C DO 16 J=1,6 PR2 1234
 
03 0 16 NSYM(J,KSYM)=NMLT(J,I) PR: 1235
 
0104 17 CCNT IUE PRI 236
 
I C PUSH EOUATICNS-->STACK PR 1 237
 
0lC5 CALL 2T705 PR: 1238
 
C FORM ELEMENT TYPE ARRAY PRI 1239 
-69­

















































4.U bc I U UAit (bIb11t446 
DO 19 T1I,ELTS 
IF(ELrs(I).NE.C.CO0) GO TO 18 
CALL CECNAN (NSYM(I,I),OIXLOC,IVALI 
NT(I)=I-LCCTST(IXLOC,IVAL) 





















GO TO 21 

























GC TO 25 











GO TO 27 











GO T3 25 

G2T NUMBER OF CEFINEO PARAMETER DERIVS 







GC TO 6 

GET NUMBER CF ELEMENT TYPES 









































































































FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 SETUP DATE n 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0005 
C147 oC 34 IT=2,O 
G148 I&(NOLt('3).EQ.NUM(M)J GO TO 35 
01491 34 CONTI4UE 
a 51i 1=2 
0151 35 CTROLNELS(I-1))=KSB 
0152 GO TO 33 
C ERRORS 
C 
C INVALID FLAG EQRCRS 
0:53 36 CALL ERROR (IEP) 
C EXECUTcSETUP FASS ONLY NOT'SPECIFIED 
0154 37 CALL EPROR (14) 
C NO CONTROLS(NO DTASAV) 
0155 38 CALL 5PROR (17) 
C NC PRCGRA' SIPTR(NO PGMSAV) 
0156 39 CALL ERROR (18) 
C NO TRANSIENT EQUATIONS IN SIMTR 
0157 40 CALL EPROR (19) 
C NO STATE VARS 
0158 
0159 
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CCC5 CCNMCN /FILES/ NPRINTNPGM,NCTA,NEQU PR]. 132C
 
0006 IF(LIST.EC.11 WRITE (NPRINT,1) PRI i322
 
oCQ2 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Zj PR1 1317
 
0003 COMMON /SHGR/ NSHUVC5O),KSHUVKST,KEND,KSUB,KEXTDKPAR PR1 1318
 




CCC7 I FORMAT (9H LGRAEBED) PRI 1323
 
CCC8 LGRAB=1 PRi 1324
 
000) IF(KSHUV.EQ.O) RETURN PR1 1325
 
OCO LCRA8=l PRI 1326
 
0CI' KPAR=iNSHUV(KSHUV) PRI 1327
 
0Q12 KSlUV=K SHUV-1 PRI 132P
 
0013 KPOP='SbUVIKSHUV) PRI. 1329
 
0C14 KSHUV=KSHUV-I Pa: 1330
 
CC15 Kc ND=-SH tV ( KSH UV) PRE 1331
 
0016 KSHUV=KSHUV-Z PRI 1332
 
GC17 KST=NS$UV(KSHUV) PRI 1333
 
0cc' KSHUV=XSHLV-1 PRi 1334
 
0010 KSUB=NSHUVCKSHUV) PRI 1335
 
OC20 KShUV=XSHUV-1 PRI 1336
 
OC 21 RETURN PR1 1337
 
0022 END PRI 1338
 
-72­
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C LOCATe STRING (NSTR) IN ARRAY (NRAY) WITH PR 1 343
 
C LENGTh (KLEN) STARTING AT (KSTR). PRI 1344
 
C LOCATE=C IF STRING FOUND PRI 1345
 












0003 LOCATE=! PRI ,352
 
CCO4 C0 'I=!,KLEN PRt 1353
 
CCO5 KSTRIv=KSTR+I-1 PR 1354
 
CCa IFCNRAY(KSTRIM).NE.NSTRCI)) RETURN PR. 1355
 
0007 1 CONTI,'UE . PRI 1356
 
CCa LOCATE=O PRI 1357
 
CCC; R TUrN PR: 1358
 










000 	 FUNCTION LOCTST (ILOC,IPOP) 





C. DETERMTIE IF THE LOCATOR (IPC?) IS A VALID SYWBOL 	 PRI 1364
 
C 	 AND FINC ITS PnINTFR (ILOC) IN (KL5CA) AND SET LOCTST=O PRI 1365
 
PI 1366










0CG2 IMPLICIT REALcB(A-H,O-Z) 
 PRL 137C
 





OC04 CCVMON /PLSPEC/ KLOCA(3,400),KLOCtNPUSH1000hKPUSH,KPMAX PRI 1373
 
0005 COMMO;N /SHGR/ NSHUV(5O0),KSHUV,KSTKEtD,KSUB,KEXTD,KPAR PRI £374
 
GG06 COlMON /C:4TRL/ LISTL1,CTROL(1t0),KXM(3) 
C0C7 CCYMCN /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGm,NCTA,NEQU 
0CC8 DIVENSICN MPT(8) 
0CC9 DATA ,4PT/7,4,5t6,1,2,3,8/ 
C 













C NC LOCATICN GIVSN 





C CHECK FOR INVERTED ARRAYS 
CCl7 NIDA=PPIC/0300 
OCi IF(MIDA.cO.16.OR. PIDA.EC.26.CR.MIDA.EQ.36) G0 
O019 DO 4 tLOC=I,KLOC 
C SEARCH STACK FCR EQUATION POINTERS 
O COO
 0C2C JPOP=MCD(KLCCA(1,ILCC), O ) 
002i JLOC=MOO(JPOP,ICOO) 
C ALL RUT SUBSCRIPT MATCH 
CC22 IF(MPUQ.EO.JPC ) GO TO 6 
C EXTE4OD ANO TYPE PATCH ONLY 
0023 IF(MMIC.NE.(JPP-JLOC)) GO TO 4 
C NCT EXTENCEC 
G024 IF(JPO. LT. IC0CO) GO TO I 
C NO POSSIBLE MATCH - TRY AGAIN 
CC25 IFCKLCCA(I,ILOr).LT.1OO00OO) GO TO 4 




0027 G0 TO 7 






























































FORTRAN IV G' RELEASE 2.0 LOCTST DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0002 
002 1 IF(IPOP.LT.100)OO0.AND.KLOCACIILOC}.LT.ICOCCCO) Go TO 4 PRI 1408
 
CCZ9 IF(MLOC.LT.JLOC) GO TO 4 PRI 14C9
 
C FIND SUBSCRIPT POSSIBLE RANGE 
 PRI 1410
 
GC3. C0 J=1,8 PRI 1411
 
CC!: JPPT=VPT(J) PR1 1412
 
CZ32 IFCJLCC.LT.NPT(JMPT)) GO TO 3 PRI 1413
 
0333 2 CONTINUE 
 PRI 141
 
C3 4 J=9 
 PRI 1415
 
CC25 3 J=J-I 
 PRI 1416
 
C CHECK SUBSCRIPT WITHIN RANGE 
 PRI 1417 
CC3c IF(J.LC.0) GO TC 4 PRI 14Z 
C037 JPPT=FOT(J) PRI 1419 
0033 'IF(NLENC(JMPT).Q.0) GO TO 3 PRI 1420 
0C39 IF(CrLOC-JLOC).LE.NLEN(JMPT)-I GO TO 6 PRI r421 
CC4C 4 CCNTINUE PRI 1422 
C NO POSSIBLE MA'CH PRI 1423 
034- 5 LOCTST=1 PR1 1424
 
CC4Z GC TO 7 PRI 1425
 
C FORM SUBSCRIPT FROM GIVEN RANGE 
 PRI 1426
 




CZ44 7 IF(IPJP.LT.43390AND.LOCTST.E.O) GO TO 10 PRI 142;
 
00&5 8 IFCLIST.E0.1) 6RITE (NPRItT,9) LOCTST PRI 1430 
CO-b 9 FORMAT (13H LOCTST VALUE,12) PRI 1431 
CC47 RZTURN PR 1 1432 
C INVALID VARIABLE ELEMENT 
 PRI 1433
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PR 1436




















































C PULL NEXT SYMBCL FROM .(NRAY) BEGINNING AT (KSTR) 

C UP. TO CCLMN 72 INTO (NSYP) LEFT JUSTIFIED. READ 





LINE FOUND AND CONTINUE 

C NEXT CARD 'UST EE CONTINUATION CARD, ELSE LPULL.NE.0 

C UPDATE (KSTR) TC NEXT LOCATION. 

C LPULL=O GOT SVrBOL 

C LPULL=l GOT SYMBUL AND GOT NEXT CARD 







































CCtOWN /PUSFED/ KLOCA(3,400),KLOC,NPUSH(ICOO),KPUSHKPMAX 













1 NlHO, ,hP ,I ,, R, 11S ,IHT ,I HU, I V, IHW, IhX, 1HY ,IHZ , HO l, I  , IH H3, !1 145q 
21H4,1H5,H6,lH7,IHS,1H9/ 










 LPULL	 l 

C 	 FIND BEGINNING (ALPHA) CHAR OF SYMBOL 

1 	 IF(NRAY(KSTR).EQ.NSP) GO TO 3 

CO 2 I=1,26 

IF(NRAYiKSTR).EC.NALPHACI)) GC TO 8 

2 	 CONTINUE 

C NOT A SYMBOL 

3 IF(KDC.EQ.0) GC TO 4 

C 	 PLSH NCN-SYYQOL CHARACTER 

IF(NRAY(KSTR).rQ.NSP) GO TO 4 









IF(KPLSH.GT.KP'AA) GO TO 27 








C TRY TO FIND THt SYMBOL AGAIN 
 PRI 1481
 























































































































CHECK CONTINUATION CHARACTER 
IF(NRAY(6).EQ.NSP) GO TO 6 
IF(LIST.E(.I) WRITE (NPRINT,5) NRAY 









Go TO 1P13.. 





6 LPULL = - PRI 494 






IF SYMPOL IS "CCC" IGNORE IT 
IF(I.EC.4.AND.NRAY(KSTR-I).EQ.NPER) G 
CLEAR SYvBOL 

















DO 14 I=i,6 
IGNORE SPACES IN SYMBOL 
IF(NRAY(KSTR).NE.NSP) GO TO 11 
KSTR=KSTR+l 
IF(KSTR.LE.72) GO TO 10 
END OF RECORD - FAKE END-OF SYMBOL 
PR1 1503PRi 15C4 
PRI 1554 
PRi 1506 
PRI I507PRI 15J7 





GO TO 15 
CI-ECK ALPhANUMFRIC CHAR. HERE 
DC 12 J=1,36 
IF(NRAY(KSTR).EC.NALPHA(J)) GC TO 13 
CONTINUE 
END OF SYPECL 










C13 GOT AN ALPHANUP CHAR.NSYM(I )= N R A Y (K T R ) - SAVE IT PRI 15171 
C 
KSTR=KSTR+1 
CHECK FOR END OF RECORD 
FRLE
PRI 1519 
FRI 15 f) 
C 
C 
IF(KSTR.LE.72) CO TO 14 
END OF PECORD - GET NEW RECORC 
MEDF=LREAD(NPCVC) 
CHECK FCR CONTINUATION FLAG 
Pki 1521PR 1522 
PRI 1523 
PRI 1524 





OK CONTINUE RECORD-FIND SYMBOL 
KSTR=7 
CONTINUE 
































































IF('RAY(KSTR).cQ.NN) GO TO 19 

IF NOT "N", GET SUBSCRIPT NUMBER 
IF(LPUYP2(NRAY,KSTR,KVI).EQ.I) GO TO 22 
IFCNRAY(KSTR).EC.NCCM) GO TC 16 
KSUB=KVI 
GO TO 19 
DO 17 !11=,3 
IF(NSYM(3).EQ.RXM(II)) GO TO 18 
CCNTINUE 
GC TO 22 
IF(KXP(II).EQ.C) GO TO 22 
KSTR=KSTR+1 




IF(KSUD.NE.100t000) GO TO 21 

IF(NtAY(KSTR-I).EQ.NRP) GC TC 21 

KSTRKSTR+1 




INVALID SUBSCRIPT NUMBER-CHECK EXPRESSION 





CHECK FOR "XTAOLE" 

IFLIOATE(NSYM,NXTAB,2,5).EQ.C) GO TO 26 

LOCATE ENE OF ARG STRING IN XPRESSION 

0C 23 I=KSTP,50 





NC END CF ARG. FOUND. 

















CALL ERROR (23) 

BAD EX RESSION ARGUMENT STRING 
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C PUMP OUT THE INTEGER VALUE (KVAL) FRON BCD ARRAY iNRAY) PRI 1585
 
C STARTING AT (KRAY) FOR LENGTH (KLEN). UPDATE (KRAY) AND PRI 1506
 
C IGNORE ELANKS. LPUVP=O IF GKAY CONVERSION PRI 1587
 




















CC,:6 DO 3 1=1,KLEN 

0007 IF(NRAY(KRAY).FQ.NSP) GO TO 3 

COOS CC 1 J=1,10 

COcS IFCNRAY(KRAY).eC.NNUM(J)) GO TO Z 

0013 1 CONTINUE 





C013 2 KVAL=K%AL*MO+(J-1) 







































FORR' IV GI RELEASE 2.0 LPUMP2 DATE =, 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 
CCu: 
C 






C PUMP THE NEXT SUBSCRIPT SLRRGUNDED NUMBER FROi NRAY PRi 1613 
C RETURN VALUE AS LPUMR PRI 1614 
C PR: 16i5 
C <><><><><><>><><><><><><><><<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PRi 1616 
C PRL 1617 
0002 
0003 
COMMON /CIARS/ NSP,NLPNRPNCOMNEQ,NDNPLUSNMINUS,NSL,NLER,NXM(3PRI 
1),NUN(10) PR: 





CCC4 LPUMP2=1 PRI 1622 
CCC5 LRAY=KQAY PR1 1623 















• PRL 162B 
'PR! 1625 
0C2 END PRI 1630 
-81­
0002 
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C READ A RECORD FROM FILE (NFIL) INTO (NRAY) PRI 1635
 
C LIST IF (LIST) IS =1. RETLRN CODES: PRI 1636
 
C LREAD=O NO END CF FILE AND "END" NOT IN CULS 7-9 PRI 1637
 












OC2: CCv'MOf /FILES/ NPRINT,NPGM,NOTA,NEQU 
CC^4 DIFENSTCN NEND(3) 
0005 DATA NEND/LHE,IHN,1HD/ 
C 
C SET PCT\T6R AND FLAG 
CCC6 KRAY=7 
0007 LREAD=O 
C READ NtW LIN2 
cCC$ READ (NFIL,1,NC=3,ERR=3) NRAY 
Ccc 1 FOKMAT (8CAI) 
0010 IF(LIST.EQ,1) WRITE (NPRINT,2) NRAY 
CIL 2 FCRMAT (1X,8OA1) 
C "END" APPEARS? 
0012 IF(LiCATE(NRAY,NEND,7,3).EQ.G) LREAD=I 
0013 RETURN 
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C PUSH THE CURRENT SYYBOL LCCATCRS INTO (KSHUV IF ThE 
 PRI 1666













CCC3 COYNCN /PLSHED/ KLOCA(3,4O) ,KLOCNPUSH(:000)KPUSH,KPMAX

0004 CJPMUN /SHGR/ NSHUV(500),KSHUVKSTKENDKSUB,KEXTDKPAR

CCC5 C0,'MCt, /CtTRL/ LIST,LI,CTROLfi60)rXNt3) 









C GO IF ECLATION FCUNO 

0CC7 IF(L0CTSTLIP0SKPOP).EQ.0) GO TO I 

C NC ECUATIC FOR THIS VALUE 

c USE LAST VALUE 





cc12 CC TO 2 

C PUSH SUBSCRIPT, PCINTERS, VALUE AND SON-PRODUCTS FLAG 





















GO TO 5 





0023 RITE (NPRINT,3) IPOS,KPOP,KSUB,KEXTDLSHUV,KSHUV 

GCzS IF(KS5.GT.0) WRITE (NPRINT,4) CNSHUV(I),I=KSS,KSHUV)

0030 3 FORMAT fH LSHLV ,69)
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0033 
0C34 




























































DECODE NUPBER AT KST IN NRAY UNITL KEN 1716 





CO M'./FILES/ NPRINTNPG,CTANEOU . R 171
COMMON /CNTRL/ LIST,L1,CTROL(160),KXM(3)
COMM'4 -ARS NStNLPNRPNCOM, 	 :: R 172CCR 117 1COMMOJ /CI-ARS/ NSPNLPNRP,NCOM,NEONDNPLUS,NMINUS,NSL,NZER,NXM(
1) , NU NS( 10)P 3PRI 1722
 
R
DIMENSION NRAY(8C) 	 1 2 PRI 1724
NUMB=I PRI 1724DC 4 I=KST,KEN 
 PRI 1725
IF(I.LE.72) GO TO 2 
 PRI 1726





KEN=KEN- 72+6 PRI 173CCCNTINUE 
 PRI 1731

IF(NPAY(I).EQ.NSp) GO TO 4 
 PR 1732DO 3 J=l,1O 
 PRL 1734
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IMPLICIT REAL c(A-H,D-Z) 
































CCP'Oh CURNTS/ C(I) 

CO(MOr, /DERIVS/ DCl) 

COVlON /DPNAMS/ CPS 1) 





COMMON /NAES/ XN(1) 

CCMCN /CUTPTS/ CUTR(5,1) 

CObMON /CLTPUT/ NCUTP(6,50) 

CMNOI /PRMTRS/ P{I) 

COyMON /SAVICT/ CICT{U) 

CClIMCN /SRCCRV/ S(1) 

COMON /TABLES/ T(I) 

CJMMJI /TAPES! NPRTNDTANPGN 

COPMON /VGLTGS/ V(I)
COMMON /XPUTL/ XP(I) 









































DIMENSION CTROLS(160), ER(50), E(50), XER(50), XEI(50) 
NLIN(80), NSRCDR(6), NTABLE(6), NOUTPT(6), NUXS(IO) 
DIVENSIC\ NLT(6), NUT2(6) 
DATA NSRCDR/IHS,IHR,IHC,IHD,IHRIHV/ 
DATA \TASLE/IHTIHA,IHB,IFL, IPE,IHS/ 
DATA NCLTPT/lHrlIU,IHT,IhPIhT,LHS/ 
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C 




0C32 CALL SETUP2 (NAC,LEL ,NSRC,NTA3) 
C 
0033 IF(XWRTSM.EQ.1.ODO) WRITE (NPRT,I) CTROLS 




READ FPACING CARDS 
CC36 NHEAD=XNHEAC 































03c9 3 FORMAT (26H <><><>HEADING CARCS<><><>,/,I(1X,9A8,/)) 

0C40 4 FORMAT (9A8) 





004 RLAD (NOTA,2) (XN(1),I=,EL) 

0C43 IF(XWRTSM.E0.1.CDO) WRITE (NPRT,5) (XN(ILI=,hEL) 

CC44' 5 FORMAT (27H <><><>ELEMENT VALUES<><><>,/,60(IX, IP5014.7,/)) 

C READ tLEMENTS NAMdS 

0U45 IF(NAC.ED.160) READ (NDTA,7) ((LELS(I,J),I=1,6),J=I,NEL) 

CC46 IF(XWlTSY.EC.1.OCu- WRITE (NPRT,61 ((LELS(1,J),I ,6),J=1,NEL) 

CC47 6 FORMAT (26H <><><>ELREjNT NAtAES<>>>,/,30(1X,72A1,/)) 

0043 7 FORMAT (72A.1) 

C READ ELEMENTS VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS (INITIAL CONDITIONS) 

CC49 READ (NCTA,2) (V(I),I=I,jEL 

005% IF(XWlTS.tQ..1.COO) WRITE (t\PRT,8) (V(I), =.,EL) 

005 8 FORMAT (Z5H k><><>I/C VULTAGES<><>(>,/,60(IX,IP5014.7,/)) 

CC52 READ (NCTA,2a (C(1),I=I,NEL) 

0053 IFXWTSV.rE.t.CD0) WRITE.(NPRT,9) ICIl),I=1,NEL) 

OC54 9 FORMAT (25H <><<>I/C CURREIJTS<><><>,/,601X,IP5DI4.7,/)) 













































PR? 0083 0 0 
PRZ 0C84 
PR2 0085 
C57 IF(XWRTSY.EQ.I.Q AD.NMOT.NE.0) WRITE (NPRT,10) tXMII),I=2,NMUT)PR2 0'084
 
C58 10 FORMAl (2:H <><><>MUTUALS<><><>,/,IO(IX,IP5CI4.7,/)) PR2 0087
 
C READ SQLRCE DEPIVATIVES PR2 0o88 r 
0C59 IF(NSAC.NE.C) READ (NDTA,2) (S(I),I=I,NSRC) PA2 0089 A:) 
OC6; IF(XWRTSY.EQ.I.OC.).ANO.NSRC.NE.0) WRITE (NPRT,1l) (S(!),I=I,NSRC) P2 CCC 
0061 11 FORMAT (25H <>0<>SRC. DERIVS.<><><>,/,10(IK,IP5E4.7,/fl PR2 0091 
C READ STATE VARIA8LE SAVES I/C'S PR2 0092
 
CC62 NIC=XNLC+XNLL+YN EC+XNBL PR2 oc93
 
CC63 IFNIC.NE.) READ iDTA,2) (CICT(I),I=,NIC) PR2 0094
 
0064 IF(XWRTSM.EQ.I.CDO.AND.NIC.NE.C) WRITE (NPRT,L2) (CICT(I),I-1,NIC)PR2 0095
 
Cc(5 12 FORMAT (22H <><><>STATE I/C<><)<>,/,L0(1X,1P5DA.7,/) PRZ.0096
 
-87­
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C READ DEFINED PARAMETER DERIVATIVES PR2 0095
 
0067 NDPD=XNDPD PR2 0100
 
0068 1F(NtPD.N£.C) READ (NDTA,2) (D(I+NSV-If)I=I,NDPD) PRZ 0101
 




OC7 13 FORMAT (31H <>C)<>DEF.'PARM. DERIVS.<><><>,/,1OC(XlP5DI4.7,/)) PR2 0104
 
C READ STATE VARIASLE I/C'S PR2 CLC5
 
CC71 NLL=X LL PR2 0106
 
0372 IF(NLL.NE.O) READ (NDTA,2) CCICTCI}hI=1,NLL) PRZ 0107
 
0073 IF(XWkTSM.EQ.1.CDui.AND.NLL.NE.0) WRITE (NPRT,14) (CICT(I),I=I,NLL)PRL 0108
 
CC74 14 FORMAT (19H <><><LL I/C<><><,/,I0(IX,1P5DI4.7,/}}. PR2 0105 
0075 NI=NLL-1 PR2 0110 
007S NBC=XNPC PR2 0111 
0 77 IF(NOC.NE.0) READ (NDTA,2) (CICTCI+Nl),I=I,NBC) P2 0112 
07 E IF(XRTSM.EO.I.CDO.AND.NBC.NE.0) WRITE (NPRT,15) (CICT(I+NI),I=I,NPR2 0113 
180) PR2 011"
 
C075 15 FORMAT (19H <><><>BC I/C<)<><),/,1G(IX,1P5D14.7,/)) PR2 0115
 
C READ DEFINED PARAYETERS PR2 016 
OO"O NDP=XNDP PR2 0117 
G08. IF(NDP.NE.O) Rt AD (NDTA,2) (P(I),I=INDP) PRZ 0118 
CC52. IF (XWRTSNE.EC. OCJ .AND.NDP.NE.O ) WRITE (NPRT, 16) (PI),I=1,NDP) PR 01S 
0033 16 FORMAT 124H <><><DEF. PARWS.<><><>,/,20(IXIP5DI4.T7/)) PR2 0120 
C3 IF(NDP.NE.O.ANr.!IAC.EQ.16C) READ (NDTA,17) (DPS(C),I=INDP) PRZ 0121 
CCS IF(XW,TSV.EC.I.QCo. AND.NDP.NE.0.AND.NAC.EQ.160) WRITE (NPRT,18) (DPR2 0122 
IPS(I),I=I,NDP) 	 PR2 0123
 
0.13 	 17 F3RMAT (12A6) PR2 0124
 
18E7 FORMAT (29H <><><DEF. PARM. NAMES<>0<>,/,5(IXI2A6,/)) PR2 0125
 
C READ TABLES PRZ 0126
 
0031 IF(NTAB.NE.C) PEAD (NDTA,2) (T(I),I=l,NTAB) PR2 0127
 
O.08 IF(XWXTSP.EC.I.CDO.AND.NTAB.NE.0) WRITE (NPRT,19) (T(I),I=INTAB) PRZ 0128
 
CC90 19 FORMAT (19H <><)<>TABLES<><><>,/,50(lX,lP5D14.7,/)) PRZ 0129
 
C READ OUTPUT RECUESTS PR2 0L3C 
CCs: NPRO=XNOPRC PR2 0131 
009-2 READ (U0TA,17)U(OUTR(IJ),I=,5),J=ItCPRC) PR2 0132 
0033 IF(XWlTSM.EQ..ODJ)) WRITE (NPRT,20) ((OUTR(I,J),I=1,5),J=1,NOPRQ) PR2 0133 
CCS4 20 FORMAT (2311 <><><0OUTPUT REQUESTS<><><>,/ 10 1IX, 12A6,/ l P2 0134 
0095 NOPRQ=NOi'RQ+I PR2 0135 
0C95 READ NCTA,7) ((NOUTP(I,J),I=I,6),J=l,NOPRO) PR2 0136 
CC7. IF(XWkTSN.EC.I.O0O) WRITE (NPRT,21) (CNOUTP(I,J),I=1,6),J=1,NOPRO)PR2 0137 
Cc05 21 FORMAT (2CH <><><>OUTPUTS<><><>,/,IO(IX,72A1,/)) PRZ 0138 
C ZERO OUT DERIVATIVES PR2 0139
 
CCS9 OC 22 I=INSV PR2 014C
 
ClICC 22 D(I)=(.CDG PR2 0141
 
C CLEAR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TABLE 	 PR2 0142
 
0.4. DC 23 I=1,NEL PR2 0143
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DO 26 I=2,NOPRQ 

PR2 0146
DO 25 J=i,NE-. 

PR2 0147


























C COMPUTE OFFSETS TO 












CLEAR STATE VAqIABLES 	 PR2 0161
 
PRZ 0162
IF(L35.GT.L3P) GO TO 28 
 PR2 0163





2a IFCL4S.GT.L4P) GO TO 30 PR2 0165
 PR2 0166






C PERFOP EIGAN ANALYSIS 
 PR2 0169
30 CALL EIGAN (EREI) 

PR2 0171









 PROSE PROGRAP ,/,27H-
-----




- /) 	 PRZ 0176
 
PR2 0177
IF(NH:AD.NE.O) ,RITE (NPRT,32) ({HEAD(I,J),I=,9),J=1,NHCAD)






33 FORMAT (2 
----- --- ---------,/,21H 
STATE VARIABLE NAMES,/,21H PR2 0101

C WPITE 13 	 0182
STATE VARIABLE NAMES
IF(L3S.GT.L3P) CO TO 37 	 PR? 0183 00
 PR2 0184
DO 35 I=L3S,L3P 	 to
 





NLT2(I)=NI 	 PR2 0187
PR2 0187
CALL BACK (NUT2,NUTI 

PR2 018E
35 WRITE (NPRT,36) NUT 
 PR2 0139 "CZ




 WRITE C4 STATE VARIABLE NAMES 	 PR 2 0191 PR2 0192 
 t 
-89­














































IF(L4S.GT.L4P) GO TO 41 

D3 39 I=L4S,L4P 







CALL dACK (NUT2,NUT) 









FCRMAT (/,9H ------ ,/,9, 

WRITE A MATRIX 

DO 43 I=t,NSV 

MATRIX A,/9H --------- ) 





WRITE TINOEPENDOkT SOURCE HEADER 







DC 47 I=I,NEL 
GFONIND(I).NE.1)
D TO 47 









WRITE B MATRIX FEADER 
WRITE tNPRT,48) 
FORMAT (/,9H ------ -- ,/,9H MATRIX 8t/t9H 
WRITE P MATRIX 
OC 49 IlI,NSV 
























































P z 022C 






FORMAT (/,244 -,------------- -------- /,2H EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX PRZ 0227 
IA,/,24H ,---------------------/,14X,9HREALPART,IOX,IOHIMAG. PARPR2 022a
 
2T,/,14X, ---- ,IOX,108 - .
.----- -----





DO 53 1=1,,NSV 
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0177 WRITE (NPRT,54) IL,XL PRZ 0241 
0178 .54 FCRMAT (/,21H ----- r --------------,/,21H SENSITIVITY A4ALYSIS,/,21PR2 0242 
lH ,/--------------------/,21HtAXIt'UM EIGENVALUE #,13,13H MAGNITUDEPR2 0243 
2 = ,1PE14.7,/1,21H ELEMENT SENSITIVITY,/,21H ------­ '-----------PR2 0244 
3) PR2 0245 
0179 EGL=O.CDO PR2 6246 
01801X= PR2 0247 
0181 CO 61 I=INEL PR2 0248 
0182 
C IGNORE IF INDEP. SOURCE 
IF(NIND(T).EQ.1) GO TO 61 
PR2 024g. 
PR2 025C 
C IGNORE IF'ZERO VALUED PR? 0251 
:0183 IF(XN(I).EQ.O.OCO) GO TO 61 PR2 0252 
C SAVE OLD VALUE PR2 0253 
0104 SV=XN(1) PR2 0254 















IF(EG.dE.-I.03C.ANO.E.LE.-O.S700) GO TO 56 
PR2 0260 
PR2 0261 
CiSC IF(EG.GE.O.97.AID.EG.LE.1.03CO) GO TO 58 PR2 0262 
Gig, 
0192 
CALL BACK (LELS(I,I),NUT) 
WRITE (NP.RT,55) NLT,EG 
PR2 0263 
PR2 0264 
0193 55 FORMAT (2X,6AI,5X,F6.3) PR2 0265 
C194 IF(DA8S(EG).LE.CABS(EGL)) GC TO 60 PR2 0266 
01q5 EGL=EG PR2 0267 
0195 NL=I PR2 0268 
C157 GC TO 60 PR2 0269 
C GOT SENS APPROX. -1 PR2 0270 
0198 
0i99 
56 CALL BACK (LELS(1,I),NUT) 
WRITE (NPRT,57) NUT,EG 
PR2 0271 
PR; 0272 
02C0 57 FORMAT (2X,6A1,5X,F6.3,5X,46H*** ELEMENT MAY BE REMOVED BY SETTINGPR2 0273 
1 TO ZERO.) PR2 0274 
020o NIND(I)=-2 PR2 0275 
C2C2 IX=I P2 0276 
0203 GO TO 6C PR2 0277 
C GOT SENS. APPROX i PR2 0278 
02,4 
02C5 
58 CILL BACK (LELS(1,1),NUT) 
WRITE (NPRT,59) KUT,EG 
PR2 0279 
PR2 028C C 
O206 59 FORMAT (2X,6AE,5X,F6.3,SX,SCH=** ELEMENT MAY BE REMOVED BY SETTINGPR2 0281 
1 TO INFINJITY.) PR2 0282 
02C7 NIND(I)=2 Pk2 0283 
0208 IX=l PR2 0284 
C RESTORe VALUE PR2 0285 
"CGZC 60 XN(I)=SV PR2 0286 
02!0 61 CONTINUE PR2 02S7 
0211 IFCIX.EQ.1) STOP PRZ 0288 
- 91­
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PR2 028G
02.2 CALL BACK (LLLS(1,NL),NUT) 
 PRZ 0290
0213 WRITE (NPRT,62) NUT 

0214 62 FORMAT (/,3514 NO SENSITIVITIES WITHIN 3% OF I .,/,IX,6AI,40H MAY PR2 0291
 
tBE REMOVEC (I.E. SET TO ZERC IF,19H SENSITIVITY < ZEROt/,29X,3Pk2 0292
 
PR2 0293
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C COvPLTE EIGENVALUES OF UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX A 
C M=URDER OF PATRIX A 
C RR=REAL EIG-NVALUE RESULTS ARRAY 
C RI=IFAGITARY EIGENVALUE ARRAY 
C IA:A=COMPUT5 VETHID ARRAYtOOR 2=DIRECT) 
C IA=FIRST DIMENSION OF A MATRIX 
C 











DIMENSION A(I), RRCI), RIIl), PRR(2), PRI(2), IANAII) 











CCl I NIN-1 
0012 IN=Nl*IA 
CCI3 NN=IN4N 




C ITERATION CCUNTER 
0016 C IT=O 
C 
C ROCTS CF THE 2ND ORDER MAIN SUBMATRIX AT TPE PREVIOUS 
C ITdRATIOls 
C 









































































PR2 0335 > 
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OC6C 17 NIN2=N1NI-IA 
CC61 RYCD=RR(NI)RR({lK)+RI{Nl)*RI(NI) 
CC62 EPS=E0*DSORT(RQCD) 
0063 IF(DASS(ACNI'42))-EPS) 68,68,18 
C.64 18 IF(OAeS(A(NtU))-EIOtDABS(A(NN))) 69,69,19 
CCe5 19 IF(DA6S(PANI-A(IIh2J)-DABS(A(INZ)) E6) 67,67,20 
004 20 IF(DACS(PAN-A(i))-ABS(A(NI))*E6) 67,67,21 
0067 21 IF(IT-mAXIT) 22,67,67 
C 
C COMPUTE THE SHIFT 
C 
CC8 22 J=l 


































0072 23 J=J+1 

C073- 24 CCNTINUE 

CC74 GC TO (25,26,26,27), J 





C07' GC TO 28 






CcE: GC TO 28 





C SAVE THE LAST TWO SUBOIAGCNAL TERMS 



















AND THE ROOTS OF THE 







CCi IF(N-31 35,35,30 

cccZ 30 IP I,41N2 





cc; IF(DASS(A(IPI))-EPS) 35,3531 
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COLUMN OPERATION PR2 0513 













CC TO 60 
K=I+2 
IP=IUP-I 
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018C JIP2=JIP+IA PR2 0536 
0181 ETA=ALPIIAPSI2"'A(JIP21 PR2 0537 
0182 A(JI)=-ETA PR2 0538 
0-83 A(JIP)=-FTA4PSI1 PR2 0539 
OE4 A(JIP2)=A(JIPZ)-ETA*PSI2 PR7 C54C 
0;85 66 II=IIP+i PR2 0541 
0186 IT=IT.I PRZ 0542 
017 GC TO 4 PR2 0543 
C PR2 054 
C END OF ITERATION PR2 0545 
C PR2 0546 
0188 67 IF(OABS(.%(NI)-OA8S(A(N1N2J1 69,68,68 P 2 0547 
C PR2 054E 
C TWO EIGENVALUES HAVE BEEN FCUND PR2 0549 
C PR2 055l 
0189 68 IANA(N)=0 PR2 0551 
Ci9C IANA(N)I=2 PR2 0552 
019" N=%12 PR2 0553 
0192 IFCN2) 71,71,1 PRZ 0554 
C PRZ 0555 
C ONE EIGENVALLE HAS BEEN FCUND PR2 0556 
C PR2 0557 
0333 69 RR(N)=4(kN PR2 0558 
014" qI(N)=n. a PR2 055c 
0195 IANA(N)=1 PR2.0560 
0196 IF(NI) t1,71,70 PR2 0561 
01O7 7C NNl PR2 0562 
0198 GO T3 I PRZ 0563 
0199 71 RETURN PR2 05o4 
02CC END PRZ 0565 
-98­
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CECC SUBROUTINE E2CK (NAMENCHAR) PR2 0566 
C PR2 0567 
c <><><)<)<)<><><><><><>>C><><><><>C>C><><><> <><><><><>OPR2 6568 
C PR2 0569 
C CHANCE NAPE TO NCHAR IN MECHANICAL FORMAT. PR? 057C 
C CHANGES PR? 0571 
C GP=TP DXXX=ZXXX AND CHANGE XXX PRZ 0572 
C 1=F EXCEPT ICW=TJ PR2 0573 
C V=V EXCEPT VCWkJ PRZ 0574 
C ELEMENTS PR2 0575 
C CU=M EU=U JU=R LU=K RU=D PR2 0576 
C C =J EW=G JW:C PR2 0577 
C PR2 057E 
C <><><><)<)<><><<><><><><<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>PR2 0579 
C PR2 0580 
CCC2 DIPENSTCh NEL(5), NELF(8), NST(2), NSTF(4). NCHAR(6), NAME(6) PR2 0581 
CCC3 EQUIVALENCE (UG,hELF(7)), (NC,rELF(5)), (NT,NSTF(3)) PR2 0582 
OC$4 
CC%5 
EQvUIVALENCE (NU,NELF( 2 , (NC,NELFBII , (NW,NSTF (4) PR2 0583 
DATA NEL/IHC,1FE;IHJ,1HL,IHR/ PRZ 0584 
CCL6 DATA NELF/IHM,IHU,IHR,IHK,IHC,ZHJ,1HGIHC/ PR2 055 
OC07 
OCd 
DATA '4ST/1NIHV/ PR2 0586 
DATA NSTF/1I-F,IFV,IHT,IHW/ PR2 0587 
CCCq DATA NZ/IhZ/,,P/IHP/,NBL/lH / PR2 058E 
OiO. KST=1 PR2 0589 
0CU KN=O PR2 0590 
0^12 DC 1 1=1,6 PR2 0591 
CCI3 IF(N (1).EE! BL) KN=KN+1 PR2 C592 
0014 1 NCHAR IT)=NAME(1 PR2 '5)3 
C0:5 
3.116 
IF(KN.LE.L) RETURN PR2 C594 
I?(:HARtfNEkG.GOR.NCHARI ).E.NP) C TO 3 PR2 0595 
0327 NCHAR( 1)=NT PR? 05T6 
0018 2 RETURN PR2 0597 
Cciq 3 DO 4 KIXS=1,4 PR2 0599 
002i002: KLOC=KN-KINS+1 PR2 0599IF(KLUC.LE.L) RETURN 
C.22 IFCNCHARtKLCC).EC.NU.OR.NCHAR(KLOC).aQ.NW) GO TO 5 PR 2 C6GI o 
CC0 4, CONTI UE PR2 0602 
Qc 'r RETURN PR? 06J-
CCZ5 5 IF(NCFAR(I}.NE.NC) GO TO 6 PR2 C6C4 
C226 NCHAR(l)=NZ PR2 060 
0027 KST=2 PR2 0606 
0^28 6 CC 7 KI=1,2 PR2 0607 
cc2C IF(NCIhAR(KST).hE.NST(K1)) GG TO 7 PS? 0602 
0030 . NCHAR(KST)=NSTF(KI) PR2 0609 
0,3' 
0032 
KST=KST+j 2 PR2 0610 
IF(NCHAR(KST).EC.NC.AND.NCHARCKLOC)LEQ.NW) NCHAR(KST-l)=NSTF(KI+2)PR2 0611 
C33 GO TO 8 PR? 0612 
0034 7 CONTINUE PR? 0613 
-99­











IFINCHAR(KLOC).EC.NU) GO TO'9 
KEL=3 
KELF=5 














I FN3HARIKST). ENEL(K)) GO 
NCHAR(KST)=NELFtKI+KELF. 
GO TO 11 
CCNTINUE 
RETURN 
IFMkLCC.EO.KN) GO TO 13 
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C SUPERVISE COMPLTATION OF EIGENVALUES 
 PR2 0636
 









CCC2 IPPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
 PR2 0641
0CC3 COMMON /CNTRLS/ TiME,Sl(21) XNCPRQ,SZXKHEAC,S3(6 ),XRUNNOS4(x1),XPR2 0642
 
IWRTSMS5(46),XNEYXNE7DT,)TNC,XNBRXNBLXNLCXNLR,XNLLXNJXXNJ8DTPR2 0643
2,XNJ),JXN9,S6(2),XN33,X.NV36, XNM66,XNDPXNDPO,XN tTSS7(50) PR2 0644 
CCC4 COMMON /CLRNTS/ CU1) PR2 0645 
0005 COMMON /OERIVS/ D(1) PR2 0646 
-' 0-C6 COvmON /NdAMES/ XN I) 
 PR2 0647
 
CCC7 CCNVO% /CLTPUT/ OUTP(1) PR2 0648 
­0003 COMO N /TAPES/ NPaT,NDTA,NPGP PR2 0649 
CC) CCMON /VCLTGS/ V(I) PR2 0650
 










C BEGIN CODE 

C 
C SET UP !NITIAL CONSTANT OFFSETS 

CCI2 CALL SITTR (KDLM,C) 

0013 DO 1 I=JINSV 

CC14 I SSV(1)=C(I) 

C LOOP TPRU STATE VARIABLES 

C ThRU TYPE 3'S FIRST 

OOi5 IF(L3S.GT.L3P) GO TO 4 





C COMPUTE DERIVATIVES 

CCLe CALL SITR (KDUW,0) 

C FORM AN A MATRIX ROW 

0019 DO 2 J=lNSV 

CC21. 2 A(J,I-L3S41)=O(J)-SSV(J) 

CC2L 3 CCI)C.ODO 

C TFRU TYPE 4 STATE VARIABLES 

0022 4 IF(L4S.GT.L4P) 00 TO 7 

CC23 DC 6 I=L4S,L4P 

0024 V(I)= .CDC 

0025 CALL SIMTR (KDUMO) 

0C26 DC 5 J=1,ISV 

G27 5 ACJ,I+L3P-L3S-LAS+2)=D(J)-SSV(J) 

PR2 0652 "d 
PRE 0653 c,. 
PR2 0654 0 
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cCZa .6 VII)=C.Cno PR2 0680 
C FORM B MATRIX IF NECESSARY PR2 0681 
Tcc97 IF(NEJ.EQ.O) GO TO 10 PRZ 0682 
CC3c IT=! PR2 0683 
OC31 DO 9 I=I,NEL PRZ 0684 
003> [FONIND(1).NE.1I GO TO 9 PR2 0685 
0C33 XN(I)=I.0Co PR2 0O86 
CC34 CALL SI'TR (KOUi,O) PR2 0687 
00i5 
0C36 8 




OC37 II=11+l PR2 069C 
008 XN(1)=C.CDO PR2 0691 
0C39 9 CONT INUE PR 0692 
C FCRM EICEN VALUES PR2 06S3 
C USE ANOTHER ARRAY (SINCE A IS CESTROYEO BY HSBG) PR2 0694 
0040 10 DO 11. I=1,NSV PR2 0695 




CALL HSBG (NSV,XA,50) 
PR2 0697 
PR2 0698 
0044 CALL ATEIG (NSVXA,ER,EIIPERF,50) PR2 0099 
CC45 RETURN PR2 07CC 
CC46. END PR2 070I 
-102­
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ecol SLBROLTINE HSBA (N,A,fA) PR2 0702 
CI PR2 0703 
C <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< >>>)>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PR2 07)4 
C PR2 07C5 
C REDU:E A WATRIX TC UPPER HESSENBERS FORY PR2 0706 
C N=ORDER OF A, IA=FIRST DIMENSION OF A PR2 0707 
C 18P SSP RCUTINr PR2 0708 
C PR2 07CS 
C <<<<<<<<<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PR2 0710 
C PR? 0711 
cca UIPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) PR? 0712 
CCC3 DIVENSICN A(1) PR2 0714 
0004 L=N PR2 0714 
CCC5 NIA=L4TA PR2 07L5 
0006 LIA=NIA-IA PR2 07:6 
C PR2 0717 
C L IS THE ROW INDEX OF THE ELIMINATION PR? 0718 
C PR2 C71S 
CCC7 I IF(L-1) 1,2,2 PR: 0720 
0003, 2 LIA=LIA-IA PR? 0721 
CccO LI=L- . PR2 0722 
" C!lc L2=L1- PRZ 0723 
C PR2 0724 
C SEARCH FOR T?5 PIVOTAL ELEMENT IN THE LTH ROW PR2 0725 
C PR2 0726 
Otil ISLB=LTA*L PR2 0727 
0372 IPIV=ISLB-IA PR2 072R 
0013 PIV=DAPS(A(IPIV)) PR2 0729 
CC14 IFIL-3) 6,6,3 PR2 0730 
0015 3 MIPIV-IA PR, 0731 
00i6 
CC17 
DO 5 I=L,M,IA PR2 0732 
T=DASS(t(I)) P9,? 07133 00 
cCli IF(T-PIV) 5,5,4 PR2 0734 
001) 4 IPIV=I PR2 0735 ,' 
0020 PIV=T PR2 0736 F 
cc2 5 CONTINUE PR2 0737 
0022 
0023 
6 IF(PIV) 7,18,*7 PR2 073. 
7 IF(PIV-CASS(A(ISUB))) 11,11,8 PR2 373'. 
C P2 G74C 
C INTERCHANGE THE COLUMNS PR? 0741 
C PR2 0742 
0C24 8 M=IPIV-L PR2 0743 
0C25 0O g I=IL PR2 0744 
0026 J=M+l PR2 0745 
0027 T=A(J) PR2 0746 
0C28 K=LIA41 PR2. 0747 
0C29 ACJ)=A(K) PR2 0748 
0030 9 A(K)=T PR2 0749 
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CC INTERCHANGE THE ROWS 
C 
CC31 P=LZ-PI/IA 




0036. 10 A(J)=T 
C 
C TERMS CF THE ELEMENTARY TRANSFORMATION 
C 
0G37 11 *DO 12 I=L,LIA,!A 
CC38 12 A(I)=A(I)/A(ISUE) 
C 
C RIGHT TRANSFORMATION 
C 
C.39 J=-IA 
CC4. DO 14 I=,L2 
O0'i J=J+14 
CC42 LJ=L+J 
CC43 D 13 K=ILL 
0,"44 KJ=K+J 
0C-5 KL=K+LIA 
CC46 13 A{KJ)=I(KJ)-A(LJ)*AKL) 
CC07 14 CONTINUE 
C 
C LEFT TRANSFORMATION 
C 
CC48 K=-IA 







CC54 OC 15 J=1,L2 
CC55" JK=K*J 
0056 LJ=LJ4IA 
0357 15 S=S+A(LJ)*A(JK)41.ODO 
0038 16 A(LK)=S 
C 
C SET THE LOWER PART OF THE MATRIX TO ZERO 
C 







CC62 GO TO I 











































































CC64 END PR2 079g
 
FORTRAA IV GI RELEASE 2.0 hSBG DATE  14/44/45 PAGE 0003
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FORTRAK IV G0 RELEASE 2.0 INTGR8 DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 
cCGI SLBROLTINE INTGRS PR2 075S 
C < <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<C«««««««<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PR2 0800 
C PR2 0801 
C DUVMY INTGRS RCUTINE PR2 08G2 
C PR2 0803 
C <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PR2 084 
CCCz RETURN PR2 0805 
CCC3 END PR2 0806 
1p06­
INVERS DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 000i
















SUBROLTIN INVERS (NAMATAMATNR,NCIERRGR) PR2 0307 
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z),INTEGER"4(I-N) PR2 08JA 
PR2 08cc 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<4<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >PR2 OSIC 
PR2 0811 
INNAMMAT = NAME OF MATRIX TO BE OPERATED ON PR2 0812 
ARAT = THE MATRIX TO BE SOLVED OR INVERTED PR2 0813 
NR = THE NUBER OF RCNS IN APAT PR2 0814 
NC = THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN AMAT PR2 0815 
A( NC = NR i FOR EQUATION SOULUION PR2 0816 
6( KC = 2 NR FCR MATRIX INVERSION PR2 0P17 
IERROR = ONE IF THE MATRIX IS SINGULAROTHERWISE ZEROPR2 'o18 
PR2 08S 




REAL*4 NAMMAT PR2 0822 
CONPON /TAPES/ NOUTTP,INTAPE,LIBTP, INOUTP,NEOITP,NSAVTP PR2 0823 
COMMI'4 /CNTRLS/ TIMEXSTOPTXlXERT,XIR,XTISSSXMNISStXMXISSXMNAIEPR2 0824 1,XM XIXRRue, XMXPASXMNRIE,XMXRIE ,XMNISC,XMXICP,XICRER,XICAEPR2 08 5 
2P,XMXCTP,XXCrS,xYDItS,XICPAS,XNPRQXNTNOX,XNHEAD,XN0FEQ,XERTXNRPk2 0826 



















IF(XICPAS.LE.X'XICP) G0 TO 2 
WRITE (CNOUTTP,I) XMXICP 
FORMAT (34HITHE NEWTON-RAPHSON PASS LIMIT OF 
ICEEEC W1ITHOUT AITAINING CONVERGENCE) 
IERROR = IO 





CHECK FOR lXi MATRIX AND SOLVE IF FOUND 

























IF(NR.NE.1) GO TO 3 
AVAT(I,21 = A1AT.,2 )/AMATII,l) 
GO TO 2C 
NR2=2NR 
IF MATRIX INVERSION DESIRED, GENERATE IDENTITY MATRIX 
IF(NZ.LT.NR2) GC TO 6 
JINC=NR+l 















00 5 INCOLMcJINC,NC 
IFtXNCOLM.EQ.INCROW) 
AVAT(INCrgICQL Y = O . 
GO TO 5 






















































































 CHECK FOR LAST DIAGONAL ELEMENT 

IF(I.EO.NR) GO TO 9 

C 
 FIND THE LARGST VALUE BELCW DIAGONAL ELEMENT IN THIS COLUMN 

00 8 N=M,NR 

IF(DABS(AMAT(JI))-DABS(AMAT(NI))) 7,8,8




C SEE IF THE LARGEST ELEMENT IN ROW IS ZERO 

9 IFCAtAT(J,I)) 12,10I2Z 





WRITE (NOUTTP,l1) NAMMAT 

Ii FORMtAT (8H vTPIX A4,12H IS SINGULAR) 








































C SEE IF ROW INTERCFAJGE IS NEEDED TO GET LARGEST ELEMENT ON DIAG. PRZ 0874
 
12 IF(J-I1 15,15,13 

C INTERCHANGE RC %S OF DIAGCNAL AND THOSE TO THE RIGHT OF IT 











C CIVICE ALL ELEYENTS TO RIGHT OF 







DO 18 K=jNR 




































































SUBROUTINE OUTP PR2 0896 
<<« <<<(<<<<< «<C<(« >>)>))>>)>)))>))))>>>>>>>>PR2 0897 
PR2 08(3 
DUMMY nLTP ROUTINE PR2 0899 
PRZ 0900 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>)))>>>>)))))>>))>))>) >>>>>>P2 o9sc 
RETURN PR2 0902 
O0D3 END PRZ 0903 
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DUMMY SAVEPO ROUTINE PR2 0908 PZ090<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<1<<<<>>>)>>>>>>) )>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> k 09cs 
CCC20003 




FORTRAN IV 01 RELEASE 2.0 	 SETUP2 DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001
 
0001 SUBROLTINE SETUPZ (NAC,LELSNSRC,NTAB) PR2 0912 
C" PR2 0913 
C <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PZ 09:4 
C PR2 0915 
C SETUP ROUTINE PRZ 09L6 
C PR2 0527 
C <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>P2 0918 
C PR2 0919 
0C02 IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,0-Z) 	 PR2 0920
 
CCC.3 	 CCtPON /CNTRLS/ TIVE,S1(21),XfCPRQ,SZ,KNHEAC,S36),XRUNNOS4 l),XPR2 0921
 
1WRTSM, S5(46) ,XNEY,XNt7DTTXNBC XNBR,XNBL,XNLC,XNLRXNLL,XNJX,XNJ8DTPR2 0922
 
2,XNJQXNJ9,S6(2),XNM33,XNM36,XNM66,XNOPXNDPDXNELTSS7(50) PRZ 09Z3 




. DIENSICN LELS(6,300) 
DIMENSION NSIMTRt5), NSRCDRI6), NTABLE(6), NNDPD (3 




CCCO DIPENSICN NICNX(5), INDERIV(6), NRAY(801, CTROLS(160) PR2 092P 
0C09 DIMENSION NLMS(IO), LOCS(E) PR2 0929 
0010 04TA NSIMTR/IHS,ZHI,IHM,iHT,IHR/ PRZ 093 
CCI . D4TA NSRCER/IHS,i-R;IHC,If-C,IfRIHV/ P12 C93 
C0-2 DATA ITABLE /IHT,IHA,IHB,IHLIHEIHS/ PR2 0932 
L3 DATA MICPC/1H,,l-D,1HP/ PR2 D933 
AT4Df A KCUrPT/1HCIhU,1HT,IFP,1 T,1HS/ P 2 0934 
C015 DATA NXNUTL/!NX,IHP,'HU,HT,IHL/ PR2 0935 
00-b ,DATA NNAMES/ IHN, HA, IHI, IHE , IHS/ PR2 0936 
CCi7 DATA NPRYTR/IP,IR,NIH-,IFTl -R,1HS/ PRZ C37 
CLP DATA eUCNBX/1HTIHGIHN,IH ,IHX/ PR2 0532 
OO DATA JDERIV/IHf,IH,IHR,IHI,IHV,IHS/ PRZ 0939 
IC20 DATA LflCS/96,97,98,93,94,95,92,100/ PR2 0940 
C2 DATA NUrS/IPO,!f-1, 2,1H3,1-4, 1H5,H6, H7,TH8,IH9/ PR2 094. 
0022 DATA NAST/IH./ PR2 0942 
0023 ECUIVALENCE (TIME,CTROLS(1)) PR2 0943 
CC24 ECUIVLENCE (NCOP,NNDPD(1)) PR2 0944 
CQ EUIVALENCE (NRLK,NIONBX(()) PRZ 0345 
0026 NTAB=,, PRZ 0946 
0327 NSRC:J PR2 0947 
CC28 I READ (CPG,2,ErD=33) NRAY PR2 094.8 
00 9 2 FORMAT jECAi) PR2 0949 
0031 IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NSIMTR,9,5).EQ.1) GO TO I PR2 0951 
CC31 READ (NPGP,3) NRAY PR2 C951 
033? 3 FORMAT (//////,80AI) PRZ 0952 
0Z33 NAC=70 PR2 0953. 
C,34 IF(NRAY(6).-Q.NAST) NAG=160 PR2 0954 
CC35 READ (NDTA,4,E6D=35) (CTRCLS(I),I=L,NAC) PRZ 0955 
0036 4 FORMAT (IP5014.7) PR2 0956 
CC37 IF(NAC.EC.160) GO TO 6 PR2 0957 
C032 00 5 1=7L,l60 PR2 095e 
0039 5 CTRZLS(I)=C.CDC PR2 0959 
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0040 6 READ (NPGF,2) NRAY 
0041. 7 IF(L)CATE(NRAY,NSRCDR,15,6).EC.O) GO TO 9 
0042 
Ccl0 
IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NTABLE,15,6).EQ.O) GO TO 11 
IF(N4AC.C.160) CC TC 8 
0044 IF(L3CATE(NRAY,NXMUTL,15,5).EC.0) GO TO 12 
0045 IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NNAMES,15,5).EO.O) GO TO 14 
CC46 IF(LOC&TE(NRAYNPRMTR,15,6).EQ.) GO TO 21 
CC47 IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NDERIV,15,6).EC.0) GO TO 23 
0048 IF(LDCATE(NRAY,NIONBX,13,5).EQ.O) GO TO 25 
CC49 8 IF(LOCATE(NRAY,NCUTPT,15,6).EQ.0) GO TO 32 
CC05 GO TO 6 
0051 9 K=22 
0052 10 N-OL=NCNT(NRAY,K) 
CC53 NSRC=tSRC+NHOL 
0054 IF(NRAYf72).EQ.NLK) GO TC 6 
0055 READ (IPGM,2) NRAY 
C056 IF(NRAY(6).NE.NAST) GO TO 7 
CZ57 K=7 
0053 GO TO ic 
0059 11 NTAB=NUMB(NRAY, 25,27,K) 
ccet GO TO 6 
0061 12 K=21 
0062 13 N4OL=NCNT( RAY,K) 
GCt3 Xt y33=Xt33+NHCL 
CC64 IF('4RY(72).EbQ.BLK) GO TC 6 
0365 READ (NPGM,2) NRAY 
0066 IF(NRAYI6).NE.NAST} GO TO 7 
CC67 K=7 
0oo GO TO 13 
0069 14 NELTS=O 
C07o I=21 
CC71 N=l 
0072 15 DO 16 J=1,6 
0073 16 LELSCJ,\ELTS+I)=NBLK 
0C74 17 IF(NRAY(I)EO.OKCM) GO TO 18 
0075 LELS(N,NELTS+I)=NRAY(I) 
007o IF(NRAY(I).EO.NBLK) GO TO 19 
CC77 N=N+L 
0078 l=1+i 
0079 IF(I.LE.72) GO TO 17 
CCSo READ (NPGM,2) NRAY 
ccEI IF(NRAYC6).KE.hAST} GO TO 20 
0082 1=7 
0C83 CO TO 17 
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IF(I.LE.72) GO TO 15 

READ (NPGN,2) NRAY 


























IF(NRAY(7).EQ.NBLK) GO TO 6' 

READ (NPGw,2) NRAY 





GC TO 22 

DO 24 1=22,70 





GC TO 6 





IF(NRAY(K).EQ.NELK) GO TO 6 

00 27 1=2,10 







FORMAT (42H **t 

























IF(K.LE.72) GO TO 26 

READ (NPGr,2) IRAY 






































































































FORTRAN IV G1 RELEASE 2.0 
SETUPZ DATE 78178 
14/44/45 PAGE 0004 





















FORMAT (408 *" ERROR * - - END OF FILE ON DTASAV) 
PR2 1062 
PR 1062 













SUBROLTINE TPHEAD PR2 1065 
<<<c<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<« <<<<<>>>))>>>>> >>> >>>>'>>>>>>>PR2 1066 
PR2 1061 
DUMMY TPHEAD ROLTINE* PRZ 1068 
PRZ 1069 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>)>>)>>>)>))>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PR2 1I07C 
RETURN PR2 1071 
END PRZ 1072 
.- 115­
FORTRAN IV Gi. RELEASE 2.0 XLOAD DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001 
0001 SUBROLTINE XLOAD PRZ 1073 
C <<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<«>))>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>) PR2 1074 
C PR2 0G75 
C DUMMY XLDAD ROLTINE PR2 1076 




)))) )>>>>>>>>>P 2 107e 
PR2 1GTh 
0003 END PR2 1080 
-i16­





















2.0 LCCATE DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE OCm. 







LOCATE STRING (NSTR) IN ARRAY (NRAY) WITH PRZ 1085 
LENGTH (KEN) STARTING AT (KSTR). 
 PR2 1C86

LOCAT rC IF STPING FOUND PR2 ic07












































FUNCTION NCNT (NRAY,NST) PR2 1102 PR2 1103 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<.<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>)5>)>>>>))))>>>>>)>>>>> >>>PR2 
10C PRZ 105 
COUNT NLMBER OF COMMAS+I IN ARRAY NRAY PRZ 1106 















DATA BLK/1H /,NCWF/!H,/ 
NCNT = l 
















FORTRAA IV GI RELEASE 2.0 NUME DATE = 78178 14/44145 PAGE 0001 




















0002 COMMJN /TAPES/ NPRT,NDTA,NPGP PR2 1128
 
0003 DIMENSION NRAYC80), NUMS(10) 
 PRZ 1129
 
CCC4 D4TA NUPS/IFO,IF,IF2,iH3,±H4IH5,H6,IH7,IH8&'IH9/ PR2 1130
 
0005 
 DATA NBLK/IH / PR2 1131
 
OCCb NUB=0 PR2 1132
 
CCC7 0C 4 I=KSTKEN PR2 1133
 
CCOO IF(I.LE.72) GO TC 2 PR2 1134
 
00014 READ (NPGM,1) NRA Y PR2 1135
 
cc!. 1 FCRMAT (8OAt) PR2 1136
 
cc00 117 




Oi3 2 CONTINUE Pz i1B9
 
CC'4 IF(NRY(I).EQ.NLK2 GO TO 4 PR2 1140
 
CC15 DO 3 J=1i0 PR2 1141
 





0018 3 CCNT!NU" PR2 i1,4

0019 4 CONTINUE 
 PR2 1145
 





FORTRAN IV GL RELEASE 2.0 XTABLE DATE = 78178 14/44/45 PAGE 0001
 
CCOZ FUNCTICN XTABLE (TAELE,X) PR2 1148
 








C FUNCTION TO PERFORM STRAIGHT LINE EXTRAPOLATICN OF TABULAR DATA PR2 1153
 
C PP2 1154




0003 DIMENSION TABLE(2) PR2 1157
 
C04 LCDP=TAP.LE(1)-2. PR2 1158
 
C LCOK FOR INTERVAL OR EXACT VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE PR2 1155
 
CC5 DO 4 INDX=3,LOOP,2 PR2 1160
 
C TEST LOWER COORCINATE PR2 1161
 
OCcb IF(TAELE(INCX)-X) 1,2,5 PR2 1162
 
C T2ST LPPER COC-DINATE PR2 1163
 
0007 1 IF(TABLE(INDX+2)-X) 4,3,5 PR2 1164
 
2 C EXACT WATCH TO LOW COORDINATE - EQUAT AND RETURN PR2 ,1165
 
OCC 2 Y=TABLEINDX+1) PR2 1166
 
0009 GO TO 6 
 PR2 1167
 
C EXACT MATCH TO UPPER COORDINATE - EQUAT ANO RETURN PR2 1168
 
CCZ2 3 Y=TABLE(INOX+3) PRZ 1169
 
031 GO TO 6 PR2 1170
 
0012 4 CCNTINUE PR2 1171
 
0C13 INDX=LCCP-1' PR2 1172',
 
C PtFORf STRAIGHT LINE EXTRAPOLATION PRZ 1173
 
C CALCULATE SLOPE PR2 1174
 
CC14 5 SLOPq=(TAELE(INCX+3)-TABLE(INCX+I))/(TABLE(INDX+2)-TABLEINX)) PR2 1175
 
C CALCULATE Y IKTERCEPT PR2 176
 
0015 YINTR=TABLE(!NDX+1)-SLOPE*TABLE(INDX) PR2 1177
 
C CALCULATE CEPENCENT VARIABLE PR2 1178
 
CG16 Y=SLOPE*X+YINTR PR2 1179
 
C OUTPUT PERTINANT VARIABLES PR2 1180
 
0017 6 XTABLE=Y' PR2 1181
 
0018 RETURN PR2 1182
 
CIcs END 
 PR2 1133
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